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that point particularly at wide-ranging relations with other cultural topoi, such as 
language. Finally, I will analyse what has been said and written about rhythm(s) in 
Malagasy music in the existing literature.   
 
Literature Review 
According to my own experience, Madagascar seems to epitomise for many people 
mainly chocolate and vanilla flavours and more recently also seems to be associated 
immediately with a two-part Walt Disney story in which a group of funny and likeable 
animals - that do not exist in real on that island - experience all sorts of adventures. The 
marketability of the name “Madagascar” is a topic also raised by many of the musicians I 
worked with and I will come back to this discussion later in section 3. German-speaking 
people further often take the word “Madagascar” as an invitation to start singing the 
folksong “Wir lagen vor Madagaskar,” telling the story of sailors whose ship run ashore 
and who had to watch each other die of Black Death. Not much more exhilarant is the 
association with pepper and the immediate reminder of the saying “Geh dahin, wo der 
Pfeffer wächst!” (“Go to the place where the pepper grows!”), a phrase expressing the 
wish to send someone away as far as possible.  
The fourth biggest island of the world situated in the Indian Ocean off the Mozambican 
coast is well known for its nature and micro-climates with around 90 % of its flora and 
fauna being endemic and more and more new species being discovered regularly.
3 
Far less people know that the country is currently suffering from a severe political crisis 
as news coverage by Western media has been rather poor. The political tension and 
power struggle at the present time mirror former crises that the country went through 
since its independence from France in 1960 (such as in 1972, 1992, or 2002)
4. Since the 
beginning of the year 2009 when opposition leader Andry Rajoelina started protests 
against President Marc Ravalomanana, the country has been in turmoil, causing severe 
                                            
3 http://www.biodiversityhotspots.org/xp/hotspots/madagascar/pages/biodiversity.aspx (accessed 
21.8.2010). See also for example the article from October 2010 by the BBC reporting the recent discovery 
of a new species of a carnivorous mammal in Madagascar: 
http://news.bbc.co.uk/earth/hi/earth_news/newsid_9080000/9080783.stm (accessed 3.11.2010).    
4 For a detailed account of the former political crises, see for example Randrianja and Ellis (2009).    20 
In 1993, ethnomusicologist Philip Bohlman in his article on “Musicology as a political 
act” argued that musicology
12 was going through a “political crisis” and “profound moral 
panic,” criticising in particular the constant attempt in musicology of “essentializing 
music” (Bohlman 1993: 419). To Bohlman each sub-discipline privileges different forms 
of essentialization, with the most wide-spread form being the persistent use of musical 
notation: 
“By making and essentializing its object, musicology situates itself in a 
particularly Western position of wielding power. Notation, for example, becomes 
a convenient way of collapsing time and space, thereby removing all sorts of 
Others – Western and non-Western – to the plane of the universal. By rendering 
all musics in Western notation, one creates a universe of music and then succeeds 
in controlling it” (Bohlman 1993: 424).  
 
Bohlman here raises the issue of power which he even emphasises more with regard to 
notation and music from oral tradition: 
“By transcribing and notating music from oral tradition, we demonstrate our 
power and knowledge, but ipso facto keep the transmitters of oral tradition from 
acquiring the same measure of power” (Bohlman 1993: 424). 
 
Bohlman’s arguments here mirror some of musicologist Kofi Agawu’s critique on the 
representation of African music in Western scholarship (Agawu 2003) and therefore 
show that up to date it has been an important debate. I will discuss Agawu’s arguments in 
the next chapters with regard to my methodological approach and reflections upon my 
                                                                                                                                  
transcription especially designed and invented to represent and describe a particular music or musical 
element. Comments on and questions about my work added to this unease. Bohlman (1993) within his 
critique on acts of “essentializing music” in the discipline of musicology makes the following remark: “I 
should even go so as far as to say that there are times when musicology is driven by the fear that someone 
is “not really talking about ‘the music’” or, even more ludicrously, that an article or book does not use 
sufficient musical examples to be about ‘the music.’ Musicology students struggle under the prerequisite of 
finding enough ‘music’ to make their dissertations valid. Would that validity were only a matter of 
evidence about the domains in which musical practice takes place, for enough music inevitably means 
notated or notatable examples” (Bohlman 1993: 422-423).  
I have to admit that I was surprised, if not a little bit shocked, that when I enquired about the possibility to 
hand in a CD/DVD with music examples with my thesis, different music colleagues and fellow students 
told me that this was rather an unusual request and I was given uncertain and even contradictory answers 
and questions. It was especially the issue of copyright that seemed to create uncertainty. My own enquiry 
about copyrights revealed as many different answers as emails I had sent out. The DVD that now 
accompanies this thesis therefore only includes my own recordings and recordings of musicians who gave 
me their permission to use them.  
12 Bohlman emphasises that ‘musicology’ as understood here also includes ethnomusicology, music theory 
and music criticism (Bohlman 1993: 418).    28 
“balkanized into separate domains” (Agawu 2003: 61, 63). Agawu demands an ideology 
of difference to be replaced by an ideology of sameness “so that – and this is somewhat 
paradoxical – we can gain a better view of difference” (Agawu 2003: 67). I will come 
back to this demand for an ideology of sameness in the next chapter as I consider it part 
of my main theoretical and methodological framework. He gives the example of the 
problems that come with notating music and argues that Western music actually suffers 
from being notated in the way that it has been notated so far. If there is a new way for 
notating music to be developed, it should be developed for both, African and Western 
music (Agawu 2003: 64). The question of how to notate African music has, however, led 
to the creation and invention of a large number of new concepts and terms. I will now 
present a few that are related to my own topic.  
Agawu writes that in all the theories about African rhythm that advanced during the 
twentieth century, “basic questions remain as to where the beat is, what constitutes a 
pattern, whether meter exists, how many meters are in operation within a given 
composition, how to notate rhythm, and so on” (Agawu 2003: 71). Surprisingly, there is 
hardly any agreement of the organising principles in African music. Hence, the retreat 
from developing a general theory has in turn facilitated the propagation of these new 
terms (Agawu 2003: 71-72).  Right at the beginning of his chapter entitled “Polymeter, 
Additive Rhythm, and Other Enduring Myths” Agawu presents a list of no less than 38 
new terms that have appeared in the literature so far. He argues that 
“[e]ach of these terms has a history, a logical place within an economy of 
technical terms, and a range of intertextual resonances. Some are descriptively 
transparent (Kolinski’s ‘contrametric accent’), some are locked in an active binary 
(‘free rhythm’ versus ‘strict rhythm’), while some speak of American imposition 
(‘hot rhythm’). Although a full understanding requires much attention to contexts, 
origins, and influence, it is probably fair to say that no other dimension of African 
music has elicited more eagerness to name and rename” (Agawu 2003: 72-73). 
  
The notions of ‘polyrhythm’ and ‘polymetre’ are widely used and very well known 
among scholars. Arom’s major publication with more than 600 pages on African music is 
even entitled “African polyphony and polyrhythm.” ‘Polyrhythm’ is understood as the 
simultaneous use of two or more contrasting rhythms in a musical texture (Agawu 2003: 
79). It has to be distinguished from ‘polymetre’ which is the    35 
This understanding of metre mirrors the theories of some of the musicians that the 
Malagasy rhythm is inherent in everyday life as I will discuss in chapter 3.2. They say 
that the rhythm can be heard in everyday activities, such as the pounding of rice, the bus 
drivers’ shouting to gather passengers, or the zebu cows pulling the cart.   
London speaks of ‘metric behaviours’ and argues that these are learned, rehearsed, and 
practiced. He emphasises this idea by saying that musical rhythms are often stereotypical, 
stylistically regular, and hence familiar. What happens therefore is that “we fit, so to 
speak, patterns of events in the world to patterns of time we have in our minds” (London 
2004: 4). ‘Metre’ is therefore more than a part of “representation of reality.” It should be 
understood as “entrained behaviour.” By this, he means for instance the “moving with the 
music;” the fact that it engenders and encourages our bodily movements, as for instance 
tapping our toes, dancing etc. These “behaviours,” he argues, are practiced from earliest 
childhood and although there are differences between every person concerning rhythmic 
sensitivities and/or abilities, to some extent everyone can run, walk, listen to or perform. 
Further, the capacity for entrainment is universal. Metre is always, in all cultures and in 
all contexts, subject to the same basic formal and cognitive constraints. The rhythmically 
regular patterns will tend to give rise to similar metrical structures and similar musical 
effects (London 2004: 4-6). ‘Metrical entrainment’ for London is also about a “complex 
matching of listener expectations to hierarchical structured patterns of temporal 
invariance that are characteristically present in the music” (London 2004: 143). This 
means that performers and most listeners are very familiar with at least some specific 
styles and performers and through this context of concrete knowledge and experience 
their “metric skills” are formed and honed (London 2004: 143). 
About fifty years earlier, Richard Alan Waterman (1952) introduced the term 
‘metronomic sense,’ suggesting a quite similar approach to metre as something deeply 
embedded and learnt in culture. Applying the term to African music, he aims to describe 
the sense that is “at the basis of African rhythm” […] “This sense is part of the 
‘perceptual equipment’ which musician and listener share, having acquired it in the 
process of assimilation to their own culture.” Therefore he also refers to it as “cultural 
pattern” (Waterman 1952, cited in Arom 1991: 181). Waterman proposes one particular 
method in order to find out about this ‘cultural pattern,’ namely to let the musicians do   36 
hand clapping to a recorded piece (Arom 1991: 111). London reflects on a same kind of 
method. He argues, however, that it is still an open question in many studies to what 
extent participants are counting “metrically” when they clap or tap their feet. It is also not 
evident if participants form or employ mental images related to the performance (such as 
imagined melodies or speech rhythms). London (2004) writes that there are definitely 
questions that are highly relevant in these studies as for instance if subjects were counting 
in twos or threes or if they were imagining a melody or rhythmic cadence while clapping 
or tapping (London 2004: 13). 
This brings us back full circle to questions of accentuation with regard to metre. London 
writes about a certain propensity that we have to impose a sense of accent or groupings 
on a series of identical tones or clicks. This has long been identified as “subjective 
rhythmicization” (Bolton 1894; Meuman 1894). London regards this as a misnomer as it 
is the listener’s sense of differentiation of the stimuli into twos, threes, or fours that is 
really subjective. Precisely, this means a sense of metre under which the different tones 
or clicks are heard. Considering his own definition of ‘metre,’ London therefore prefers 
the term “subject metricization” (London 2004: 14-15).  
Robert Kauffmann (1980) addresses the importance of the individual perception of music 
and rhythm in particular and at the same time also acknowledges the impact of the 
relation that every society has with time. The aim of his study entitled “African Rhythm: 
A reassessment” in which he discusses various studies on African rhythm, is to provide a 
theoretical basis that allows for assessing African rhythm in terms that also make 
comparisons between African and non-African societies possible. He argues that for an 
all encompassing view of rhythm, there is a need to also look at “the influences of a 
culture’s time sense upon all aspects of its musical time” (Kauffmann 1980: 400). He 
mentions several factors that determine time as for instance the nature of the physical 
movements accompanying music, such as dance or instrumental technique, the rhythm of 
a language, or the social structures of a society. He distinguishes two different levels that 
should be taken into regard when studying rhythm. Studying the “macrorhythm” means 
to study a culture’s time sense and its formal structure, whereas the study of the 
“microrhythm” looks at the perceptual present, i.e. what we can actually feel in one 
specific moment as for instance metric rhythmic configurations or the relationships of   37 
different parts (Kauffmann 1980: 400-401). London also emphasises the importance of 
people’s individual perception of the music. He feels the need to find a way which allows 
mediating between the abstract and theoretical category of a tempo-metrical type and the 
timing behaviours that we actually encounter as listeners and performers (London 2004: 
159-160). He has therefore developed his “Many Meters Hypothesis” which focuses 
exactly on the point that each experience of music is different and personal every time. 
London explains that many studies on rhythmic perception and performance distinguish 
musicians (usually instrumentalists) from “unskilled or naïve subjects.”
20 The 
differences, however, are not as great as one might initially expect. For this, he basically 
sees two explanations. Firstly, experimental tasks such as tapping to a metronome or 
judging the duration of an empty interval are very unlike real-world musical behaviours. 
And secondly, most people are highly experienced listeners as music has an almost 
ubiquitous presence in our lives. He admits that  
“[…] some of us may have a special interest in one or more particular musical 
styles, and thus have a sensitivity to the rhythmic nuances of that style, whether it 
is the cadences of different hip-hop poets, the differing senses of swing among 
jazz drummers, or the phrasing habits of particular classical pianists. Such 
nuances are almost always produced and judged in a metrical context” (London 
2004: 144). 
 
Generally, however, our metrical skills concerning musical contexts are related to other 
skilled rhythmical behaviours, such as speech production and comprehension, the 
listening to and visual tracking of moving objects, as well as motor control behaviours 
such as walking, running, dancing or doing sports. These behaviours are practiced from 
earliest childhood and the more familiar we get with a particular rhythm, the more skilled 
our attentional behaviours tend to become (London 2004: 144). A musical experience is 
always an experience of a particular piece or a particular performance as we do not, for 
example, encounter a “generic 4/4” but rather a pattern of timing and dynamics that is 
particular to a piece, a musical style or a particular performer. His “Many Meters 
Hypothesis (MMH)” suggests: 
                                            
20 Like London, other authors have very sharply criticised this assumption; see for instance Blacking 
(1973).  
   50 
Theorising fieldwork 
Historical Reflections 
In order to understand recent scholarly debates and theories on fieldwork, it is necessary 
to take a historical look at it first. In the first decades of the twentieth century 
anthropological paradigms underwent immense changes. With the emerging new schools 
of British social anthropology, mainly represented by Bronislaw Malinowski in England, 
and American cultural anthropology, mainly represented by Franz Boas, new conditions 
were set that can be seen as reactions to evolutionary anthropology of the nineteenth 
century. One of the most important changes that appeared as a reaction towards the 
persistent Eurocentric point of reference (Stocking 2001: 42-42) which characterised 
anthropological works before, was the demand for intensive long-term fieldwork
29 
(Cooley 2003: 5). Cooley argues that before Boas and Malinowski’s “radical proposal” of 
long-term fieldwork for scientific research purposes, fieldwork presupposed the influence 
of the people studied as it was mainly undertaken within the frequent interrelated 
contexts of missionary work, colonial administrations and national movements (Fabian 
1991: 132, 135). Although Cooley admits that this might be a broad generalisation and 
that there are many examples of fieldworkers that did not aim to colonise, nationalise or 
convert their informants, literature on the history of anthropology very much criticises 
early anthropology for being closely intertwined with colonialism and missionary work 
(Cooley 2003: 5). These reflections on anthropological history are very important to bear 
in mind as Kisliuk (1997) reminds us that that we encounter these legacies in the 
ethnographic past (Kisliuk 1997: 27). 
Despite the anthropologists and ethnomusicologists’ intentional examination of this 
“ethnographic past” and the effects that earlier anthropological works have had, hardly 
anyone denies that fieldwork always has and will have an impact on the people we work 
with. This also becomes evident in book titles such as “Time and the other: how 
anthropology makes its object” (Fabian 1983), “When they read what we write” (Brettell 
1993), or “Shadows in the field” (Barz and Cooley 1997) to name but a few. Hellier-
Tinoco (2003) speaks of a crisis in representation that in the late 1970s and 1980s 
brought a surge of attention towards reflexivity, for which we find for instance evidence 
                                            
29 See for example: Malinowski (1962) [1922]; and Boas (1936).    51 
in the works of Marcus and Fischer (1986), or Clifford and Marcus (1986). Ethnographic 
writing became more reflexive in the way that both, those researched as well as the 
researcher were included in the picture.
30  Self-reflexivity among the researchers also 
directed the attention towards relationships. Hellier-Tinoco (2003) sees a reason for the 
emphasis on relationships in the unexpected experiences that many researchers have 
made during their fieldwork:  
“(…) they have been taken by surprise in terms of their field relations, to the 
extent of being unwittingly and unexpectedly pulled into the politics of their 
fieldwork context” (Hellier-Tinoco 2003: 24). 
 
However, despite that most researchers are conscious about the impact of fieldwork; 
many scholars still see problems, especially concerning the gap between theory and 
practice. Cooley (2003) for instance criticises that not enough attention is given to the 
nature of the impact and Hellier-Tinoco (2003) argues that “although there is a move 
towards examining fieldwork relations, thorough debate and planning are still not in 
evidence” (Hellier-Tinoco 2003: 24). She criticises that researchers do not reflect enough 
upon the dimensions of relationships in the field:  
“I will suggest that there still remains a deep-rooted imbalance, and even a self-
centred or selfish stance, in which the complexities, impact, ramifications and 
outcome of each relationship that we, as researchers, enter into in the field are not 
considered as a fundamental part of our planning and being in the field” (Hellier-
Tinoco 2003: 20). 
 
These critiques are grounded on more general reflections concerning the very nature of 
fieldwork and how it defines the role of the fieldworker. Cooley (2003) in an article on 
theorising fieldwork impact coined the term “peasant-love”-fieldwork for Malinowski’s 
fieldwork method. This term has its roots in Central European Slavic history. According 
to Ernest Gellner, Central European Slavic ethnographers had been influenced by a kind 
of nationalism and populism that encouraged them to explore “a peasant culture in the 
hope of preserving and protecting it, above all from encroachment by rival nationalisms” 
(Gellner 1998: 115). These ethnographers were motivated by love and even if Cooley 
                                            
30 Recent research shows that ethnographers more often also focus primarily on their own person and hence 
become their own main research object. Prominent works in the so-called field of ‘auto-ethnography’ are 
for example Reed-Danahay (1997, 2001), Ellis (2004), Chang (2008), or Khosravi (2010).    53 
Armbruster (2008) also raises the issues of friendship and power within fieldwork. She 
writes about the uneasiness that we often feel, wanting to be friends with the people 
whom we want to study at the same time. Asking the question as to how our ‘friendship’ 
relationships in the field relate to our making of our own academic identities (Armbruster 
2008: 136), she argues that much “ethnographic tension” is created when we try “(…) to 
reconcile our politically and our academically biased selves. While the former is about 
the alignment with the powerless, the latter still is, in many ways, about the alignment 
with the powerful” (Armbruster 2008: 138).  
Hellier-Tinoco stresses that friendship and human relationships in fieldwork form a 
central theme in scholarly discussions. The main point, she argues is that relationships, 
whether classified as ‘friendship’ or not should be seen as an interactive encounter and 
therefore depend on forms of reciprocity (Hellier-Tinoco 2003: 25). An example for this 
comes from Titon (1997) who writes about an experience during fieldwork where his role 
as “only being researcher” was questioned in the way that the musicians he worked with 
also saw some potential in their encounter with him. 
“(…) my relationship with them added a dimension: I became someone who 
might be able to promote them, to help them in their careers, instead of just a 
young man hanging around older ones and trying to learn music from them. 
Besides friendship I now had a tacit contract with them” (Titon 1997: 88).
31 
 
I will come back to this topic in the next chapter as I have had some similar experiences 
during my fieldwork with Malagasy musicians in Antananarivo.  
 
The idea of ‘Self’ and ‘Other’ within fieldwork 
The focus on relationships and the urge to define these relationships in the field has led 
many researchers to reflect upon the idea of ‘Self’ and ‘Other’ within their work and their 
encounters. Cooley (2003) explains, for example, that the ‘friendship model’ is 
characterised by a belief in cultural relativity, human equality, and interpersonal 
relationships and is therefore based on the idea that we all are one and that ethnography 
may be the tool to help us realise this one-world ideology. We aim to better understand 
the ‘Self’ by researching the ‘Other,’ for there is no real distinction between ‘Self’ and 
                                            
31 The same problematic is discussed in Kiwan and Meinhof (2011: introduction) who refer to these 
interconnections as ‘accidental hubs.’   54 
‘Other,’ he writes (Cooley 2003: 10-11). The idea and distinction of ‘Self’ and ‘Other’ 
has been very much theorised in literature on anthropological method and fieldwork in 
particular. Researchers have asked themselves to what extent they can see themselves as 
researcher and the researched as potentially interchangeable, and if there was something 
like “dialogues that typify the fieldwork experience” (Hellier-Tinoco 2003: 27). For Titon 
(1997) fieldwork requires and even imposes a certain sense of separation in relation to the 
Self-Other dichotomy. Kisliuk (1997), however, argues that “the deeper our commitment 
in the field, the more our life stories intersect with our ‘subject’s’, until Self-Other 
boundaries are blurred” (Kisliuk 1997: 23). Hellier-Tinoco writes that in any case, if the 
experience in the field is dialogical and interpenetrating between the researcher and the 
researched, this will affect the relations in many unforeseen ways (Hellier-Tinoco 2003: 
27). Titon (1997) proposes to place an emphasis on ‘connectedness,’ meaning to regard 
ourselves as emergent selves, rather than autonomous selves. We are connected selves 
who are “enmeshed in reciprocity” (Titon 1007: 99). For Hellier-Tinoco, this connection 
that Titon describes can be seen as a shift away from the separation between scholarship, 
the field and life towards regarding the field as an intrinsic part of our lives. This also 
means that we maintain our relationships in the field with the same responsibility, 
reciprocity and commitment that we give to relationships in our ‘normal’ life, as “(…) the 
field may or may not be our home, it is home for those people with whom we form 
relationships. We are all experiencing people, we are not play-acting: this is for real” 
(Hellier-Tinoco 2003: 32).  
 
Experiences: ‘narrativisation of experiences’ and “musical-being-in-the-world” (Titon 
1997) 
As already mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, scholarly discussions and theories 
across disciplines have for several decades directed their attention to narratives as the 
“narrativization of lived experience is one of the most fundamental processes of making 
sense of our lives (…)”  (Meinhof and Galasinski 2005: 101). Narrating our lives is 
therefore an important source for making sense of our experiences. It is through 
narratives that we also structure and interpret our experiences (Cheshire and Ziebland 
2005: 17). What is often referred to as the “narrative turn” in sciences – not only in the   55 
humanities and social sciences, but also in natural sciences - goes back a long way in 
history to Nietzsche’s observation that “there are no facts but only interpretations” 
(Nietzsche (1956/1844-1900): 903; cited in Meinhof and Galasinski 2005: 72). Theories 
have therefore emphasised that there is no such thing as an ‘outside fixed reality,’ but 
reality is rather constructed through social interaction and narrativisation of our 
experiences. Meinhof and Galasinski (2005) argue that it is through narratives that we 
also order our experiences in a ‘tellable’ form which is interpretative and evaluative at the 
same time (Meinhof and Galasinski 2005: 72, 102). Thornborrow and Coates (2005) 
write about the pervasive role that narratives play in our lives as it is through narratives 
that we tell ourselves and each other who we are and who we are not. Narratives are 
therefore central to our social and cultural identity (Thornborrow and Coates 2005: 1, 7). 
Many scholars agree on the fact that identity is created through narratives which again is 
related to the enforcement of a sense and perception of ‘Self’ and ‘Other.’ Narratives 
“construct, display and reinforce our sense of self (Schiffrin 1996), and relate this sense 
of self to others in our social worlds (Bruner 1986)” (Cheshire and Ziebland 2005: 17). 
The way we speak is implicated in how we position ourselves in the different contexts of 
our lives. By telling our lives we constantly position ourselves against spaces and people 
to whom we feel we belong to or do not belong to (Meinhof and Galasinski 2005: 71). 
This constant identity shift between in-groups and out-groups through narratives will be 
of importance throughout section 3 in which I analyse the musicians’ discourses. 
The discipline of ethnomusicology adds yet another dimension of experience (or making 
sense of our experiences) which becomes especially relevant in debates on identity and 
the dichotomy of ‘Self’ and ‘Other,’ namely the possibility of what Titon (1997) calls 
“musical being-in-the-world.” He describes it as an ontology that centres in knowing 
people through collective music making as shared musical experiences might also lead to 
shared understanding (Titon 1997: 94). Many ethnomusicologists have argued that their 
experience of “musical being-in-the-world” has offered them insights and paths towards 
understanding that other methods, such as linguistic methods, did not achieve. Even more 
important for some, was that the musical experience allowed them to go beyond the 
insider-outsider or ‘Self’ and ‘Other’ distinction that is often so crucial to much 
(ethnomusicological) thinking. The ethnomusicologist Rice (1997) who has worked in   56 
Bulgaria for a long time, writes that he has “moved to a lace untheorized by the insider-
outsider distinction.” Talking to the people had already directed him towards an emic 
understanding, he writes. When he tried to understand the Bulgarian insider perspectives 
through words about music, he thought that he could be satisfied with the results. 
However, he then realised that he “ran into the limits of this language-based method and 
its associated theory of culture. I encountered precisely the ‘linguocentric predicament’ 
that Charles Seeger (1977: 47) would have predicted for me” (Rice 1997: 109).  
Considering this predicament, Seeger suggests that the aim should be:  
“(a) to integrate music knowledge and feeling in music and the speech knowledge 
and feeling about them to the extent this is possible in speech presentation, and 
(b) to indicate as clearly as possible the extent to which this is not possible 
(Seeger 1977: 48). 
 
Rice describes how participating musically and being capable of playing in the musical 
tradition he studied finally completely transformed him: 
“Although the linguistic methods of cognitive anthropology had helped me 
narrow the gap between emic and etic perspectives, I could not in the end close 
that gap completely. When, on the other hand, I abandoned those methods and 
acted musically, it seemed as if I fell right into the gap between insider and 
outsider, into a theoretical ‘no place’ that felt very exciting, if not exactly a 
utopia. I was neither insider nor an outsider” (Rice 1997: 110).  
 
Similarly excited, Titon (1997) describes his own musical experience during research and 
how this influenced his sense of ‘Self’: 
“Making music I experience the disappearance of my separate self; I feel as if 
music fills me and I have become music in the world. But I also experience the 
return of the knowing self. The experience of music making is, in some 
circumstances in various cultures throughout the world, an experience of 
becoming a knowing self in the presence of other becoming, knowing selves. This 
is a profoundly communal experience, and I am willing to trust it” (Titon 1997: 
99). 
 
‘New fieldwork’ in ethnomusicology 
These kinds of experiences have influenced and directed ethnomusicological thinking and 
methods. This becomes evident in more recent attempts to further theorise fieldwork. As 
already discussed above, the method at the time of Malinowski in the field was rather one 
of on-site and in-person observation. However, a shift has occurred which now places 
field relations at the centre of the fieldwork project. Interactive encounters between the   63 
The researcher’s interpretation seeks to expose a world that is referenced by certain 
symbols and symbolic behaviour. This world is at the same time a very complex one of 
multiple meanings opened up by these symbols and available for interpretation by 
everyone who can experience them (Rice 1994: 7). It is therefore rather about learning 
and understanding this world suggested by music sounds, performance, and contexts 
(Rice 1994: 5).  
Rice defines musical experience as “the history of the individual’s encounter with the 
world of musical symbols in which he finds himself” (Rice 1994: 6). This history of 
encounter, he further explains, consists of a dialectical movement between distanciation 
that invites explanation and appropriation that then suggests a new understanding (Rice 
1994: 6). What he exactly means by this dialectical movement becomes clear in the 
example he gives of his very first and therefore initial experience with Bulgarian music. 
This experience was his participation in Bulgarian folk dances. At some point, however, 
he retired from dancing and by watching and listening to what was going on, figured out 
and explained to himself the underlying rhythmical metres, such as for example 7/8 or 
11/8. He writes: 
“In semiotic terms, I was beginning to understand the code used to construct 
musical messages in Bulgarian style, to form a structural syntactical explanation 
that, for all of its lack of reference to worlds beyond the music, influenced my 
experience of it. In hermeneutic terms, the world referenced by these music and 
dance symbols expanded from the narrow one of folk dancing to one that included 
my previous musical experiences. My expanded understanding of both the 
structural sense and potential reference of the music and dance altered and 
reconstituted my experience of them. As a result of this process of distanciation 
and appropriation, I was moved for the first time to wonder about the world that 
produced and exported these symbols to us” (Rice 1994: 7).  
 
Rice calls this example the “first hermeneutical arc” in his experiences, arguing that this 
process of experiencing Bulgarian music “from understanding to explanation to 
understanding, and from appropriation to distanciation to reappropriation” can be seen as 
representative for many similar moves that he has made during his research (Rice 1994: 
7). I will come back to the discussion of how one’s own previous musical experience 
inform and interrelate with new musical experience in the next chapter when I talk about 
my own learning of Malagasy music.   66 
(“Malagasy soul”) and about Malagasy cultural and ethical values, I would have 
never understood that Malagasy music making is always about a certain ‘esprit’ 
and attitude as well. It is about creating music with which Malagasy people can 
identify (“se retrouvent”) and about expressing your own personality through 
musicking at the same time as I shall argue later.   
These are only a few examples and it would be easy to continue the list. I haven given 
these examples here to stress my argument that discourses and musical experiences are 
closely related whilst also informing each other. They should therefore be used and 
understood in both directions. In fact, it is not only about discourses alone. As I have 
analysed earlier in this chapter, discourses are often the means through which we make 
sense of our own experiences (including for example our sentiments/emotions as the last 
of my example shows). Seeing both, our musical experiences and discourses as 
interrelated and interdependent is the most fruitful way for the analysis. Instead of only 
seeing difficulties in ‘translating’ the performance approach into academic writing and 
difficulties in applying certain discourses to our musical experiences, we should rather 
see and make us of the connection between the two.  
As explained above, Rice (1994) has very much integrated and analysed his own learning 
and playing of Bulgarian music into his academic research. He explains, for example, 
how he had discovered a new layer of musical understanding. He realised that physical 
behaviour, such as hand motions, is of immense importance. At first his learning to play 
Bulgarian music was very much influenced by Western discourses about music. He then 
discovered the importance of physical behaviour which for him became what he calls a 
“conceptual source”:  
 “(…) whereas my original ideas were determined by Western concepts 
represented in musical notation, my new understanding added the hand motions 
necessary to produce the sounds: physical behaviour became part of the 
conceptual source generating musical ideas” (Rice 1994: 83). 
 
Discourses as well as musical experiences are sources of understanding and often inform 
each other. It is only through an analysis that integrates both as being in a constant 
interrelation that I started to understand important aspects and elements of Malagasy   69 
stresses that experience is not an inner phenomenon, but rather begins with the interaction 
with the world and with others. One also has to bear in mind that experiences are no 
longer contained within local, isolated cultures or nation-states but are and have been 
shaped by “regional, areal, colonial, and global economics, politics, social relations, and 
images” (Rice 2003: 160).  In order to best understand Rice’s model it is useful to briefly 
look at the theoretical debates this model has been based on and grown out of.  
Rice criticises the old ethnomusicological paradigm, represented by for instance Merriam 
(1964), which sees the world in clearly bounded cultures with relatively static social 
structures. Main questions that have been asked and investigated are about the 
relationship of music to other domains of culture and about the role that music plays in 
the maintenance or change in social systems (as mirror or agent). Today, however, the 
world needs to be understood as more complex, mobile, and dynamic (Rice 2003: 151). 
Many researchers have departed towards this direction. To name just a few, Arjun 
Appadurai (1996) describes a new, “deterritorialised” world of increasingly mobile 
groups and individuals. He further speaks of a “new condition of neighboreness” that we 
can enter because of new technologies of travel and documentation (Appadurai 1996: 
29). James Clifford (1997) disagrees with Appadurai in the way that he stresses the 
continuity between globalisation and earlier forms of travel and rootlessness. He says that 
“[i]ntercultural connection is, and has long been, the norm” (Clifford 1997: 5) and 
proposes to focus on ‘routes rather than roots’ and on ‘travel rather than dwelling.’ 
Recent studies on networks of artists from Madagascar, have followed this idea by 
arguing that artists make use of transnational and translocal networks, but go far beyond 
the traditional ‘bi-focal’ of communities that link originating and sending countries, as so 
often and typically studied in diaspora research (Kiwan and Meinhof 2011). 
In terms of musical/ethnomusicological research many have recognised and studied the 
mix of cultural and musical styles. That these are endlessly available around the globe, 
Rice argues, is only possible because of colonialism as well as because of the ubiquity of 
electronic media. Erlmann (1993) has studied the commercial genre of ‘world music,’ 
followed by many other authors, such as Guilbault (1997) or Monson (1999). And a 
variety of other studies on other, less commercialised forms of transnational music 
making between homelands and diaspora have been made (Rice 2003: 152-155).    72 
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how exactly and in which contexts the term ‘6/8 rhythm’ is used by the Malagasy 
musicians. 
What unites the musicians most is their relation and bond to the capital Antananarivo.  
Most of the musicians I worked with are based in Antananarivo or frequently pass by 
there. I have also worked with Malagasy musicians who are based in Europe. Among 
them, many come from Antananarivo and definitely for all of them the capital has been a 
place of great importance, being a sort of ‘trampoline’ for their musical career. Kiwan 
and Meinhof (2011) have conducted research on the transnational networks of individual 
artists from North Africa and Madagascar, looking at the musicians’ personal narratives 
and following their practices in different locations across Africa and Europe. They argue 
that one cannot overestimate the significant role that “metropolitan centres of the South,” 
such as Casablanca or Antananarivo, play as hubs in the networks of these individual 
artists (Kiwan and Meinhof 2011: chapter 2). Antananarivo is described as a “place of 
fear and desire, jealousy and triumph – and the passage obligé for all but a few musicians 
en route for transnational migration” (Kiwan and Meinhof 2011: chapter 2). The reason 
why this is the case, they argue, is the steadily growing facilities of the music industry. 
Further, international cultural institutions and embassies have their domicile in the 
capitals, and especially in Antananarivo, it is these institutions that remain the main 
supporters for local artists (Kiwan and Meinhof  2011: chapter 3; see also Fuhr 2006). 
However, without denying that most artists have experienced Antananarivo as a possible 
gate-way and have somehow profited from the capital’s infrastructure; the on-going 
political crisis according to some of the musicians that I am being regularly in touch with 
has had a negative impact on the musicians’ possibilities, also in the capital.  
Almost all of the musicians I worked with have already travelled abroad from 
Madagascar, mainly to Europe or the U.S. In some cases, musicians have visited nearer 
places, such as La Réunion, Mauritius or neighbouring countries on the African continent 
where they have gained some intercultural musical experience at music festivals or the 
like. Further, most of the musicians I have met in Europe frequently return to Madagascar 
for concerts or to ‘resource’ their inspiration as many describe it. These experiences have 
also shaped their discourses as much as their musical practices as I will analyse in section 
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Some reflections on my own fieldwork in Antananarivo 
All in all I conducted more than 40 interviews with Malagasy musicians in Madagascar 
and in Europe. In addition to this, there have been numerous informal conversations, 
every time before or after concerts or rehearsal, when visiting people at their homes, 
when meeting someone by chance in a café or on the street, in the CD shop or at market 
stalls buying CDs and cassettes. Even if it was no proper interviews as such, I gained 
very useful information and ideas through these encounters. I also had the chance to 
interview people who are somehow connected with musicians and their business, such as 
cultural journalists, music producers or choreographers and dancers. I conducted almost 
all interviews in French; a second language for me as well as for most of my interview 
partners. My knowledge of Malagasy is basic, but it still helped me to gain some valuable 
knowledge as I often asked for specific definitions, terms and concepts in Malagasy. I did 
not feel any sort of language barrier during my research. Rather to the contrary, the fact 
that I am not a French native speaker was often perceived with a kind of benevolence, if 
not relief and therefore very much facilitated conversations and exchange. In general, I 
have made the experience that the attitude of many Malagasy people towards France and 
French people is still very much shaped by the colonial history of the island. The present 
political crisis is another testimony that the ex-colonial political power of France is still 
very influential. 
I conducted open and explorative ethnographic interviews and engaged in participant 
observation, for example during concerts and rehearsals, that resulted in a very detailed 
field note diary. In addition, numerous recordings, pictures and films of concerts and 
rehearsals form part of my data. Local daily newspapers with concert reviews and 
announcements as well as posters announcing concerts or other cultural events have also 
turned out to be a very useful source. However, especially important to me were the 
experiences that I gained through participating in musical activities myself which I will 
discuss in detail below. 
Despite my confidence that the topic of ‘rhythm’ was not planned at all from my side, but 
that I hit on it during my field research, there are a few circumstances that need to be 
considered and that will bring us full-circle back to the discussion presented in the last   79 
chapter as they touch upon the very important anthropological task of being self-
reflexive. I have already mentioned the issue of rivalry. However, being a student, 
unmarried, female and from a European country, mainly working with male artists in an 
environment often dominated by jealousy, was not a problem as big as I had imagined it 
would be, though there were certainly situations where I felt uncomfortable because of 
this. At the same time, I think that it might have also helped me sometimes to get to know 
people. The fact that I am and also that I presented myself not only as a university PhD 
student, but also as a musician, had a far greater influence than I would have imagined 
beforehand. First of all, I think, as it puts them, the musicians, and me on a sort of same 
level. Although I am trained in Western classical and baroque music, playing violin and 
recorders, the idea of talking from musician to musician added another dimension with 
regard to ‘shared experiences’ and very much facilitated and opened conversations. My 
experience here mirrors other researchers’ experiences that I already discussed in the 
previous chapter. On the other hand, the fact that the musicians knew about my Western 
musicological training have certainly had an impact on their choice of words and our 
discourse in general. The whole debate on the concept of the ‘6/8 rhythm,’ analysed and 
discussed in detail in the next chapter has probably been influenced, maybe to some 
extent even caused by the fact that the musicians knew that they directed their ideas and 
explanations towards me, someone with that particular background. The fact that our 
conversation language was French might also have boosted the emphasis on the ‘6/8 
rhythm,’ considering that it is a concept grown out of Western music theory as explained 
in chapter 2.1. Having said this, there was discord among the musicians whether a term 
for ‘rhythm’ in Malagasy language actually exists. I often asked for a translation of the 
‘6/8 rhythm’ and was either told that there was not any word for it or was answered 
indirectly, arguing that it was the foreigners calling it ‘6/8 rhythm.’ I will come back to 
the musicians’ individual usage of the term in the next chapter.  
Something which seems to be a normal development within research, as also the example 
given by Titon (1997) in the last chapter shows, is that my role and especially the 
perception of me and my role by the musicians often varied. Many of them definitely saw 
a potential window to the Western music market in me (whether true or not does not even 
play such a big role as it nevertheless influenced my relationship with them). This is also   93 
analysis of discourses from a socio-linguistic angle. Michael A. K. Halliday (1978) 
argues that languages evolve according to people’s need to think and speak about oneself 
and one’s relation to other people in a particular situation. He writes that “language arises 
in the life of the individual through an ongoing exchange of meanings with significant 
others” (Halliday 1978: 1). Language can therefore be seen as a “product of the social 
process.” Halliday has coined the expression of “language as social semiotic” which 
suggests interpreting language in its sociocultural context, while interpreting the culture 
itself in semiotic terms. Through the act of exchanging meanings in everyday life, “(…) 
people act out the social structure, affirming their own statuses and roles, and establishing 
and transmitting the shared systems of value and knowledge” (Halliday 1978: 2). Hence, 
language is also always about identities and reveals much about how people construct 
their identities through words and within conversation. This has been intensively 
researched by discourse analysts Meinhof and Galasinski (2005) for example, who have 
coined the term of a “language of belonging” (Meinhof and Galasinski 2005). They 
explain that identity needs to be understood as a “discursive construct which continually 
shifts in the local contexts in which social actors enter” (Meinhof and Galasinski 2005: 
7). Language in this respect is a powerful tool and should be regarded as “the means 
through which we reflect, create position and confirm ourselves in our continuously 
changing social worlds” (Meinhof and Galasinski 2005: 12). It is through the (re-
)formulating of ideas and within dialogues and interaction with others that identities are 
constructed. Identities are therefore always context-bound. They are relational as people 
similarly deal with the question of ‘who I am’ and the question of ‘who I am not.’ 
Further, we need to bear in mind that “[a]s much as we might think that our self-
constructions are our own, we always draw upon socially available resources with which 
we construct our experience of ourselves and the reality surrounding us” (Meinhof and 
Galasinski 2005: 7). This also means that constructions of identities in local contexts are 
shaped by various discourses that are available to us and that identities also always relate 
to national, ethnic, gender or age (meta-) narratives which are shared for instance at the 
level of a nation or a social group: 
“The local negotiation of identity is not based merely on locally appropriate 
discourse or our own stories. (…) we see the local project of identity as being 
framed not only by a myriad of intersubjective narratives of group affiliations, but   100 
concept of ‘6/8 rhythm.’ At first glance, it seems striking to find a Western concept and 
term such as the ‘6/8 rhythm’ being commonly used in the Malagasy context. However, 
instead of thinking of the concept itself as ‘migrating’ to Madagascar, I find it more 
useful to take the people using this concept and the particular context they use it in as 
point of departure for the analysis.  My aim therefore is not to find out or even judge 
whether the term and concept of ‘6/8 rhythm’ is suitable for Malagasy music. Rather, the 
questions should be: What kind of circumstances make Malagasy musicians use and/or 
reflect upon the term and concept of ‘6/8 rhythm’? And even more important: How and 
when do they make use of it?  
In chapter 2.3 I have stressed the fact that all musicians I worked with are based in the 
capital Antananarivo or at least frequently work and pass by there. They all produce 
music that is aiming at the international world music market and all of them have made 
intercultural musical encounters with musicians from outside Madagascar. I have further 
described the role of Antananarivo as the country’s cultural hub (see Kiwan and Meinhof 
2011). Antananarivo’s infrastructure does not only make international musical encounters 
possible. There are many examples of how Antananarivo distinguishes from other places 
on the island, for example: Everyone going to and leaving Madagascar pass through this 
city, languages other than Malagasy, especially French, are very important because of 
tourism, administration and media. There is a cultural infrastructure (even if limited, as 
argued earlier) with concert places and recording facilities. It is within this unique 
environment of Madagascar’s capital and within this unique circle of musicians that the 
Western term and concept of ‘6/8 rhythm’ appears and gains importance.  
It happened very often that whenever I explained or mentioned my research topic or was 
asked about it, be it by other researchers, friends, or taxi drivers, people often warned me 
that I should be careful in the way that I need to consider that we are in Antananarivo and 
that the situation in the countryside with musicians from the countryside would be 
completely different. Also some of the musicians pointed this out to me during the 
interviews. This discourse mirrors discourses that I often encountered in tourism 
contexts. Speaking to tourists, but also listening to people advising tourists, the Malagasy 
countryside is often glorified as the ‘real Madagascar,’ something that also shines 
through in some of the musicians’ ideas that I will discuss in the next chapter. The fact   101 
that musicians pointed that out and also other examples in which they mention questions 
that they ask themselves or projects that they are involved in show that some of the 
musicians are also interested in research and that to some extent they reflect upon the 
research and interview situations themselves. In the last section, I have discussed in great 
detail my role as a researcher and to what extent my role has impacted on fieldwork 
situations and therefore on the research itself. This also becomes relevant when thinking 
about the presence of the term and concept of ‘6/8 rhythm’ in the musicians’ discourses. 
All musicians I worked with are aware of me being a Western trained classical musician 
and I conducted almost all interviews in French. These two circumstances have certainly 
influenced the musicians in their choice of words and their way of explaining, and might 
have favoured the usage of the Western concept and term of ‘6/8 rhythm.’ However, 
personally I never mentioned the term or concept in an interview first. For a few 
musicians the fact that I am a Western trained musician and that I am therefore familiar 
with Western music theory was also a topic that they brought up during the interviews. I 
will come back to this in the following analysis in which I look at the musicians’ 
individual usage and understanding of the term and concept.    
 
The term ‘6/8 rhythm’ in the Malagasy context 
The analysis of my particular research context has pointed out similarities and shared 
experiences of the musicians I worked with, such as living and working in the country’s 
capital, or being involved in or at least aiming at the international ‘world music market.’ 
However, despite these shared experiences, there is no shared terminology on music (or 
rhythm in particular) in Madagascar, a fact that also many of the musicians mention as 
we will see later in this chapter. With regard to the term and concept of ‘6/8 rhythm,’ it is 
therefore necessary to look into detail of how the musicians individually deal with it and 
use it.  
 
The musicians’ usage of the term: identification or taking distance? 
When looking at the musicians’ individual usage and understanding of the term and 
concept of ‘6/8 rhythm,’ different trends emerge: some musicians identify with the term 
and use it without verbally reflecting upon it; others take distance from the term and   114 
more complex and both terms are often entangled (Stoke 2004: 59).
65 This also becomes 
evident when looking at the musicians’ individual experiences.  
All musicians agree that Malagasy music has not yet been really successful on the 
international music market. However, their opinions as to why this is the case and also 
how this could be changed are very different. Again, ‘rhythm’ seems to play a crucial 
role in the musicians’ ideas and suggestions. The absence of proper international success 
for Malagasy music is a topic that regularly comes up and musicians very much reflect 
upon the reasons for it. Here, the research context is important as well. As already 
discussed in the methodology chapter, some musicians have probably seen in me a 
potential helper in accessing the Western music market, a fact that I will also take into 
consideration in my analysis of the musicians’ discourses on this particular topic.  
Two major trends appear within the musicians’ discourses. 1. The majority of the 
musicians still see an obstacle in the fact that they are not able to properly explain their 
music to a foreign audience. They argue that Malagasy music would be much more 
successful and appreciated internationally once it becomes more accessible and 
understandable for foreign audiences. Many of these musicians often expressed their 
thanks to me as they see my research as a support for their aims. 2. In contrast, other 
musicians think that it is actually an asset for the marketing of Malagasy music that it is 
difficult for foreigners to understand and play the music. They argue that it creates 
curiosity and some sort of exoticism. In both cases, ‘rhythm’ seems to be the central 
theme. Whereas in the first trend musicians describe ‘rhythm’ as the element that needs 
to be properly explained and made accessible to the outside world, others see an 
advantage in the confusion that it creates. Another important argument and contentious 
issue which goes in hand with these two major trends concerns the actual musical sound 
and the musical arrangements and compositions. Whereas some musicians argue that it is 
important to musically open up to the foreign world and integrate non-Malagasy musical 
elements or styles to approach foreign audiences and create an interest in Malagasy 
music, others argue that it is more important to make Malagasy music as pure as possible. 
In the following I will analyse some of the musicians’ arguments in more detail. Again, I 
                                            
65 Frith (2000) even goes so far as to say that in world music circles hybridity is “the new authenticity” 
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discourses. The division into different ‘fields’ may seem artificial at some points since, as 
my examples will show, all the topoi are interrelated. However, in order to systematise 
and gain a better overview of the enormous range of perspectives and the constant debate 
on unity and diversity or sameness and difference, I find it useful to present my analysis 
within a framework of subject areas.  
 
There are two dominant topoi within the musicians’ discourses on the origin and meaning 
of ‘rhythm.’ The first one is the environment, bringing up various aspects, such as the 
actual physical or geographical environment on the island, the peoples’ orientation and 
movements within the environment, or their association with and sensibility towards the 
environment. This includes their treatments of/relationship with animals, especially 
towards the all important zebu cows which play a central role in Malagasy culture. This 
topos of the environment is closely related to another very prominent theme, namely that 
of Malagasy everyday life and everyday activities, such as for instance working, eating, 
or walking. Activities, such as speaking and singing, again link up with the important 
topos of the Malagasy language. Many musicians see a close relation between different 
aspects of the country’s language and ‘rhythm.’ Musicians also express ideas about 
movement/moving, often related to dance. Aspects which are mentioned within this 
theme are the styles of dancing, its developments as well as inspirations for 
choreographies. Yet another topos is that of emotions and spiritual ideas that some 
musicians have towards ‘rhythm.’ It embraces the probably most personal views and 
feelings of some of the musicians. As mentioned above, almost all the musicians’ ideas 
are rooted in Malagasy culture and within the borders of the island. There are, however, a 
few musicians who mention influences from outside, especially as regards the origin or 
history of the ‘Malagasy rhythm.’  
The concept of ‘rhythm’ is highly contested as we have seen in the theoretical discussion 
in chapter 2.1, in the musicians’ discourses analysed in the previous chapter, and as we 
will also further see in the discussions among the musicians discussed below. I will 
primarily analyse the musicians’ perspectives on the origin and meaning of ‘rhythm.’ 
However, as a strictly defined concept of ‘rhythm’ is not agreed on, I will also include   130 
 
His second trip was to France and it was again the environmental differences, especially 
the difference in sunrise and sunset that caused trouble to his sense of rhythm: 
[37] « Voilà. Parce que le soleil c’est dans le rythme. La fréquence qu’il revient et 
tout ça. Et quand j’étais en France la première fois en été, j’étais à Montpellier. 
(…) J’étais désordonné tout de suite quoi. En voyant le soleil à dix heure du soir, 
j’étais complètement perdu quoi, à l’époque la première fois quand j’ai vu ça, 
parce que ça trouble mon habitude rythmique, voilà. Et donc, la danse et la 
musique c’est la déduction et le résultat de tout ça, je pense. » (Interview Ariry, 
26.7.2008)  
 
In summary, all musicians agree that the environment has an enormous influence on 
music and rhythm in particular. The range of different aspects that are part of the 
environment is very diverse: the geographical nature or physical landscape is mentioned 
as well as peoples’ attitudes or sensibility towards the environment they are living in. 
This also includes the people’s relation to animals, such as to the all important zebu cows 
which are often mentioned as a working force. Animals also appear as metaphors, such as 
the chameleon which is drawn on to represent the unity and diversity of the Malagasy 
rhythm. Further, the environment is often described as a source, be it a source of 
inspiration or for food. Many musicians argue that it also influences people and therefore 
music-makers in the way that it has an impact on people’s characteristics of life style 
habits. Here, it is interesting to notice that differences are mainly stressed between the 
High Plateaux region and the Coastal regions. This is, however, not expressed in any 
terms related to politics, but rather through the idea that temperature has an impact on 
people’s mood. 
For many musicians the question of how one is positioned within the environment plays 
an important role. This does not only embrace physical positioning, such as long vistas 
that are possible in the High Plateaux region, but also leads towards a more general idea 
of positioning in relation to other people. A debate of sameness and difference 
persistently informs the musicians’ discourses and takes place on different levels as 
musicians make comparisons within Madagascar as well as between Madagascar and the 
outside, especially the Western world. If compared with the outside world, the “same 
groove” or Madagascar’s rhythmical particularity is stressed; whereas within Madagascar 
the emphasis rather lies on regional differences seen as created by the natural   131 
environment. The constant shift between in-groups and out-groups is quite a well-known 
factor in processes of identity construction. Meinhof and Galasinski, for example, argue 
that it is especially through narrativisation that “[w]e position ourselves within and 
against the spaces and the people whom we see of belonging or not belonging to our own 
groups” (Meinhof and Galasinski 2005: 102). Whereas some musicians speak from a 
very personal or individual point of view, as for instance Ariry who talks about his 
personal experiences while travelling, others rather speak from a wider angle; for 
instance as someone from the High Plateaux region or more specifically from the capital 
or on a more general level even, as a Malagasy person. Questions about ‘who I am’ and 
‘who I am not’ are constantly touched upon and the interweaving comparisons on 
different levels show that identities are persistently negotiated throughout the musicians’ 
discourses.  
 
Everyday life 
Malagasy everyday life can hardly be separated from the topos of the environment as 
many of the musicians’ arguments and ideas clearly show. Many of them state that the 
environment we live in influences and even determines our everyday activities. It makes 
for instance an enormous difference whether people live in cities or in the countryside; 
whether they live in coastal areas where one finds harbours and ships (offering work, 
trade etc), and where fishing is immensely important or whether people live in very dry 
and hot savannah like areas where water is rare. Many musicians argue that in our 
everyday life we accustom ourselves to the environment we are living in and it definitely 
affects aspects of our life, such as food, work, our movements and other habits. They also 
say that it has a strong effect on music and rhythm in particular, as they argue that music 
and rhythm are already inherent in various aspects of their everyday life.  
The diversity of examples that the musicians give for rhythm being inherent in Malagasy 
everyday life is astonishing. The majority of the musicians tend to emphasise the 
inseparability of everyday activities and music or rhythm in particular. Samy (alias 
Samuelson Rabenirainy) is living in Antananarivo and in the 1970s was member of the 
group “Lolo sy ny tariny” (already mentioned in chapter 2.3) in which he played the 
violin. He only very occasionally performs in so-called “cabarets” (smaller concerts,   133 
topos of dance also already appears in the musicians’ ideas about everyday life. Although 
I will discuss this later on as a topos in its own right, it clearly shows again how all these 
topoi are in fact interconnected.  
On a very general level, there are two further assumptions that are shared among some of 
the musicians. Firstly, that in some way all Malagasy people are musicians and secondly, 
that the Malagasy ‘6/8 rhythm’ is a rhythm that everyone could easily adapt to and 
identify with. Sammy for instance is convinced that all Malagasy people are musicians 
and explains that as soon as someone starts making a rhythm, the others immediately join 
in: 
[39] « Moi, je dirais que, je dirais vraiment que les Malgaches, ce sont des gens 
tous musiciens. On est né pour la musique là. Parce que tant que tu vois quelqu’un 
donner un début du rythme, trrrrr ! » (Interview Sammy, 23.11.2007)  
 
Samy speaks of the “universality” of Malagasy music. He argues that it is a music that 
everyone can easily identify with, not at least as he regards this rhythm as a “synthesis of 
civilisation” and as a metre that “composes itself” in reality: 
[40] « Tout le monde peut se retrouver dans cette structure musicale. Pour tout le 
monde, c’est très facile à s’adapter. (…) En réalité cette universalité de cette 
musique, ce n’est pas une lecture…ethnocentriste comme disent certaines 
hypothèses.  Mais c’est justement le résultat d’une synthèse de civilisation. (…) 
Parce que c’est un temps qui se compose en réalité qui s’adapte à tous les 
temps. »  (Interview Samy, 7.12.2007)  
 
He gives further evidence for his idea of the ‘6/8 rhythm’ as a “universal metre” with 
several examples from everyday life. He argues that everything works according to a 
“biological clock,” starting from the cockcrow and the sunrise. However, most examples 
for the expression of this “biological clock” he mentions are movements, such as 
marching, running, or the zebu cows pulling the cart: 
[41] « Oui le 6/8, parce que là je vais t’expliquer un phénomène. La vie des 
Malgaches là, est réglée par  l’horloge biologique. Donc, c’est rattaché 
intimement à la vie quotidienne.  L’horloge malgache, c’est quand le coq chante 
et le soleil lève la tête, c’est ça. Donc, tout est… Comment on peut dire ça… Tout 
est régulé par rapport à ce qu’on appelle l’horloge biologique. Donc, c’est au 
rapport qu’ils sentent, les Malgaches sentent et ce qu’il fait dans la vie 
quotidienne, c’est l’expression de tout ça. Quand tu entends le 6/8, tu peux utiliser 
le 6/8 comme la marche, marche militaire.    142 
après. Mais j’essaie toujours, comment dirais-je, de trouver ce collage, par 
exemple, je veux la musique adéquate avec les textes. Et les textes, c’est pareil. Et 
aussi l’esprit de la chanson, le thème de la chanson. » (Interview Rajery, 
17.12.2007)  
 
One question certainly then comes up as not all Malagasy music is accompanied by texts 
or singing. Rakotomavo, however, argues that instrumental music is still related to 
language in the way that it should be understood as ‘songs that are no longer sung.’ He 
says that people who play instrumental music always have the lyrics on their mind: 
[53] Rakotomavo : « La musique instrumentale, c’est un peu le secret de la 
musique instrumentale malgache. La plupart de la musique instrumentale, ce sont 
des chansons qu’on ne chante plus. Moi, ce que... » 
Jenny : « Ça veut dire que la langue est toujours là, même si... » 
Rakotomavo : « Elle est toujours là. Elle est toujours là. Et tu arrives à bien jouer 
cette musique instrumentale quand tu connais... quand tu as dans ta tête les 
paroles. Tu chantes pas, mais tu les as dans ta tête. C’est mieux. » (Interview 
Rakotomavo, 1.8.2008)  
 
Similar ideas about playing techniques and different ways of thinking while musicking, 
especially concerning rhythm, will be further discussed in the following chapter.  
Another topic that has already been touched upon, though more indirectly, within the 
discussion of the other topoi is that of tempo. Some musicians think that the environment 
or life style has an effect on people’s mood, characteristics, dancing or speaking habits 
which then, in turn, also influences the music, and in particular the tempo of the music.  
Hajazz, however, sees a direct link between language and tempo and even uses the strong 
metaphor of a “marriage.” He further explains that it is not the rhythm that differs from 
region to region, but the dialect that people speak:  
[54] Hajazz : « Parce qu’on pense que ça c’est déjà longtemps que ça existe. Quoi 
dire ? Le mariage du tempo et le langage malgache. Ça fait longtemps. Ça fait 
longtemps que ça existe. » 
Jenny : « Mariage, ça veut dire que le tempo est lié… » 
Hajazz : «  Lié à, lié à… la langue. «  
Jenny : « Ça veut dire aussi que c’est ça qui fait la différence entre, par exemple, 
les Hauts Plateau et les autres régions ? Parce que le dialecte ici c’est différent ? » 
Hajazz : « Non… c’est le dialecte… Donc, la signification est toujours pareille, 
mais le dialecte, c’est le dialecte qui est un peu différent. Mais le sens… quoi 
dire ? Le sens des mots et tout ça, c’est pareil… sauf dans le Sud, les Antandroy 
ils ont un peu… » 
Jenny : « Et là aussi le rythmique est différent ? »   143 
Hajazz : « Non non, pas trop… C’est ça qui est toujours identique, au niveau 
rythmique. » (Interview Hajazz, 12.8.2008)  
 
In summary, the relation of rhythm and language is again experienced and understood 
through very different aspects. Speaking habits, such as the tempo of speaking, and 
regional dialects are mentioned as well as the structure of Malagasy language, the role 
that language plays as song lyrics and how this again influences composition techniques. 
Language is generally seen as a unifying element in Malagasy culture and all musicians 
tend to emphasise the possibility of understanding each other regardless of their regional 
origin. In some of the musicians’ explanations, it even goes further than understanding, or 
at least understanding is meant in a wider sense, i.e. recognising each other easily which 
also implies ‘being different than others’ (outside Madagascar) as for instance Bilo 
describes it. This idea of sameness shared via the language also mirrors public and 
academic discourses on Malagasy language. Regional examples are mentioned in the 
musicians’ discourses, albeit not to describe difference as it is the case within the topos of 
the environment. Samy for example speaks of the unity of Malagasy language on the one 
hand and then, on the other hand, makes a particular point for the people of the High 
Plateaux region who have very many trisyllabic words. In my personal observations, I 
have also recognised communication problems between people from different regions. 
However, the dominant discourse suggests that Malagasy language produces a rather pan-
Malagasy identity as it is regarded and experienced as a unifying element and a shared 
tool.  
 
Dance 
Another topos that has already come up as it is strongly related to movements is that of 
dance (for example dances that imitate the Malagasy zebu cows). Most musicians share 
the idea that dance is something which, similar to language, is also inseparable from 
music. Concerning rhythm in particular, the musicians’ ideas again touch upon different 
aspects, such as choreography and how certain dancing styles have developed; or the 
particularity of the Malagasy ‘6/8 rhythm’ and how this influences Malagasy dancing 
styles.    146 
musicians’ discourses. Dance is depicted as an everyday activity and is also closely 
linked to the environment, as there are for example dances which are inspired by the 
movements of the zebu cows. In terms of inspiration for dances or its developments, two 
directions are mentioned: the influences from outside Madagascar as for instance from 
the African mainland or from the Western world (mainly through music videos), and the 
influences or inspiration from within Madagascar, for example from the ancestors as 
choreographer Ariry describes his new project. In this context, the structure of binaries 
and ternaries in Malagasy music comes into play. The specificity of the Malagasy rhythm 
is mentioned by many musicians and with regard to dance, they suggest several 
characteristics of this rhythmical structure or ‘6/8 rhythm,’ such as its flexibility and 
openness, its ability to make people dance or that it is easily adaptable to other rhythms. 
Regional differences seem not to play a very important role, neither is dance particularly 
emphasised as a unifying element (as compared to language).  
 
Influences from outside 
Although the tendency throughout all these topoi about the origin and meaning of 
‘rhythm’ is the rootedness in Madagascar and Malagasy culture, some musicians make 
some rather vague assumptions about influences from abroad or intercultural encounters 
in history that have made their impact on the music and rhythm in particular. 
Interestingly, these assumptions are often followed by the explicit explanation that the 
Malagasy rhythm had its particularities or was maybe not completely the result of outside 
influences. The most common idea, however, is that the rhythm “comes from 
everywhere” as much as Malagasy people say about themselves that they come from 
everywhere.
82 
Jaojoby explains that Malagasy people came from all the different continents and brought 
the rhythm with them. He is eager to emphasise that he is not a historian himself: 
[61] “Les Malgaches, ils viennent d’Afrique, de l’Asie, ou de l’Arabie, de l’Inde 
et même aujourd’hui il y a des métisse de l’Europe, de l’Occident, comme tu dis. 
Voilà déjà. Donc, les Malgaches sont arrivés ici avec ce rythme. Moi je ne suis 
pas historien, donc, je fais déjà une réserve. » (Interview Jaojoby, 21.8.2008)  
                                            
82 This idea was often expressed in many of the interviews I conducted, but also in many conversations I 
had with people in an everyday context. For an overview of the history of the different waves of 
immigration in Madagascar’s history, please see Brown (1979).    147 
 
Rajery’s idea follows up on Jaojoby’s explanation. He describes the particularity of the 
Malagasy ‘6/8 rhythm’ and emphasises that it is something extremely rich because of the 
many different influences. Likewise Jaojoby, he also stresses that he is not an academic 
and an expert on this: 
[62] « En fait, d’après tout ce que j’ai vécu, tout ce que j’ai vu et tout ce que je 
sais, je suis pas ethnomusicologue, mais c’est vraiment riche, parce que c’est 
mélangé des différentes origines, je pense. Parce que là, le 6/8 on trouve aussi en 
Afrique, au Maroc, au Mali, donc, c’est extrêmement riche, mais on a notre 
particularité quand même. » (Interview Rajery, 17.12.2007)  
 
Ratovo on the one hand very much emphasises the mixture of cultures in Madagascar and 
speaks of an “influence planetos” and a “metamorphose of rhythms” that has come to 
Madagascar during the 20
th century, such as European rhythms (for example the waltz), 
or Brazilian rhythms.  On the other hand, he also stresses the particularity of Malagasy 
rhythm as he argues that there are also rhythms “that have not been influenced”:  
[63] Ratovo : « Mais il y a une influence planetos, c’est là... il y a une influence 
planetos, même si dans l’île, ils se sentent qu’une autre musique, même si c’est 
impor... il y a d’autres musiques, parce qu’il y a une métamorphose, 
métamorphose, je dis, des musiques. Des, des... les... c’est quoi la musique de 
l’Afrique... l’Afrique... qui joue des styles... des rythmes, des rythmes très... 
comme des Zoulous ou... non, les Malgaches, non, mais il y a des styles qui est lié 
à des rythmes malgaches. Parce qu’on a des Zoulous qui étaient déjà ici à 
Madagascar, ils ont pensé, les enfants c’est ici. » 
Jenny: « Ça veut dire, vous voulez dire que le rythmique est surtout aussi 
influencé par des rythmiques africains ? » 
Ratovo : «  Oui oui. Il y a une partie qui est influencée, il y a d’autres influencées 
par des Brésiliens, par des... Il y a déjà une métamorphose de rythme qui arrive à 
Madagascar maintenant, dans le 20
ième siècle. Mais par avant il y a des rythmes 
qui n’est pas influencés par des... par les autres Africains... Mais quand même, 
1800, vers 1800 je pense, il y a déjà des étrangers européens qui arrivent à 
Madagascar, qui ont déjà apporté le valse. Donc, c’est là qui commence le... 
surtout dans les Hauts Plateaux, ils ont utilisé des rythmes de valse. Mais les 
rythmes très traditionnels, pas des valses. » (Interview Ratovo, 26.7.2008)  
 
However, not all musicians regard these influences as something that has enriched the 
Malagasy rhythm. To some musicians at least, this vast amount of different influences 
grounded in the island’s history as well as present influences from abroad almost seem 
like a danger which the Malagasy rhythm has to fight against. Jean-Claude explains that 
there will always be areas in Madagascar to which no foreign influences will find their   148 
way. This is reminiscent of the topos of everyday life in which many of the musicians 
show their identification and sympathy with the rural population of Madagascar. He 
therefore speaks of the strength and the survival of this rhythm. In his example, the 
national electricity company of Madagascar symbolises the influences that the rhythm 
faces. He argues that there are still remote parts in Madagascar without electricity which 
implies that foreign influences will not reach these areas:  
[64] « Moi je pense que ce rythme malgache est suffisamment fort, 
suffisamment ancré que même s’il y a des influences extérieures, elle va survivre, 
elle va vivre. Elle va vibrer toujours. Et ces influences, au contraire, vont enrichir 
ce rythme. Mais la base elle est là. Et si tu regardes la « Jirama », comme disait 
Ricky, « Jirama » assure 18 % en électricité de la population de Madagascar. Ça 
veut dire qu’avec les 18 % il y a toujours des délestages. Donc, la population elle 
n’a pas à s’inquiéter de la perte du 6/8, parce que dans les villages, des coins de 
Madagascar, il n’y a pas d’électricité. Donc, on joue des instruments traditionnels 
et on joue cette musique traditionnelle, donc le 6/8 est là, en permanence. Donc, 
on doit pas avoir peur. » (Interview Jean-Claude, 18.7.2008) 
 
In summary, the musicians’ ideas about influences from abroad and the history of the 
country or of the rhythm respectively, are rather vague. However, the emphasis on the 
Malagasy rhythm’s particularity is explicit and therefore stresses difference towards the 
outside world. This is also mirrored in allusions to the Malagasy ‘6/8 rhythm’ being in 
danger (because of influences from outside) or in the statement that there are however 
rhythms on the island that have not been influenced at all. Again, different regions do not 
seem to play a role or at least differences in terms of historical events or influences are 
not mentioned with regard to specific regions. The rhythm is rather again experienced as 
a pan-Malagasy and unifying element.  
 
Emotions and spiritual ideas 
The last topos embraces ideas and assumptions that deal with emotions and spirituality. 
Again, I want to emphasise that the division into these different topoi is not always 
evident as there are so many interconnecting elements. Especially regarding emotions 
within musical experiences, one often encounters symbols or metaphors that people use 
to embrace these emotional aspects as the example of the Kaluli people again shows. Feld 
(1981) explains:   151 
grandes tendances, moi, je parle pas des Indiens, des Chinois (il rit). Il y a 
l’arrivée des Européens. Et ainsi de suite. Ça, c’est l’aspect rythmique, ça c’est 
l’aspect spirituel, la dimension spirituelle de la musique. » 
Jenny : « C’est quoi par exemple ? » 
Samy : «  La dimension spirituelle, c’est un peu l’Orient quoi. Si tu fais l’étude 
sur la culture orientale, c’est… il y a cet aspect spirituel. » (Interview Samy, 
24.11.2007)  
 
Bilo also shares the idea that Madagascar is shaped by different cultures. However, when 
asked why they all shared the same rhythm, as he had argued before, he said that he was 
not sure. He describes Madagascar as a “country of colours” and a “globe” which is 
formed by all the different cultures: 
[68] « Là… je sais pas à cause de quoi. (Il rit) Mais ce que je sais, tu vois nous les 
Malgaches, on… on est un pays des couleurs. Tu vois, on trouve toute la couleur. 
Moi, je sais pas, même jusqu’à maintenant d’où vient la racine malgache, parce 
qu’on est dans une île. Peut-être ça vient de l’Afrique, peut-être ça vient de 
l’Europe. Il y a des Européens, il y a des Asiatiques, il y a partout et ça se forme 
dans un globe qui s’appelle Madagascar, tu vois ? (Il rit) » (Interview Bilo, 
19.8.2008) 
 
Despite or maybe also exactly because of all these mixtures, influences and fusions that 
people mention and reflect upon, many musicians tend to emphasise the “Malagasy soul” 
that one needs in order to play and understand this music and the Malagasy rhythm in 
particular. I have had the experience myself that I was often told that I would never be 
able to fully understand the music or play it exactly as Malagasy people do as there was 
always the “Malagasy soul” that would be missing. Some, however, encouraged me that 
if I continued to play with Malagasy musicians and stayed a long time in Madagascar, 
learnt the language properly, listened to many musics etc, I might have the chance to 
learn it. I will explain my own musical experiences and also the musicians’ reactions 
towards it in more detail in the next chapter. 
However, even regarding the ‘soul’ musicians have different opinions, as for instance 
Ratovo who sees ‘soul’ as something related to ethnicity, and not only as a ‘unifying 
factor’ for all Malagasy people. However, what all Malagasies share is the feeling of a 
certain sadness and melancholy grounded in the fact of living on an island. So when 
being abroad, Malagasies tend to show solidarity towards their compatriots, also from 
other regions:     153 
individu a son rythme. Et ça c’est une question de sensibilité et cette sensibilité 
qui explique, qui explique vraiment le rythme. » (Interview Ricky, 18.7.2008) 
 
On the other hand, he also sees a universal side of rhythm. He regards the ‘6/8 rhythm’ as 
a universal one. However, what makes the difference is the sensibility towards this 
rhythm: 
[73] « Mais moi, je pense que c’est universel. Comme Santana fait, quand il joue 
le 6/8, c’est 6/8, c’est universel. Mais la sensibilité, c’est ça qui est différente. 
C’est ça qui est différente, la sensibilité, parce que c’est... là, on ne parle pas de 
technique, là on parle vraiment.... de respiration, tu vois ? » (Interview Ricky, 
18.7.2008) 
 
For Ricky, rhythm is always about communication which also relates to sensibility. He 
explains that there is something to rhythm which one just cannot explain. He defines 
rhythm as the “communication within human sensibility” for which he gives a few 
examples. When playing, it is often via looks that he communicates with other musicians. 
They do not need to talk and are still able to understand each other. The fact that Santana 
dreams of coming to Madagascar in order to understand the rhythm Ricky interprets in 
the way that Santana is searching for this spiritual aspect of sensibility and 
communication: 
[74] « Oui, mais moi, Jenny, je te dis que “ça sonne pas malgache”, c’est faux ! 
Mais ça rentre pas dans la sensibilité, parce que le rythme, dès que tu l’as, tu peux 
faire tout ce que tu veux, même avec un Brésilien, même avec... Je sais pas quoi ! 
Mais c’est une question vraiment complicité, sensibilité et ça c’est le rythme quoi. 
Et c’est ça qui définit le rythme. Quand je... même moi, quand je joue avec lui, on 
fait comme ça et on se comprend et là, toi tu regardes, mais toi tu comprends pas, 
mais ça veut dire quoi ça ? Pourquoi ils se regardent par rapport à ce rythme là ? 
Mais nous, on se regarde comme ça... regarde, tu vois ? On se regarde et des fois 
on fait tout le temps comme ça (il montre), on joue dans des grands festivals en 
Suisse, en Allemagne, on fait les trucs comme (il montre) et on se regarde et on se 
comprend. On se comprend, mais on n’arrive pas à s’expliquer (il rit)... C’est quoi 
ce regard-là ? On se comprend, mais on n’arrive pas à s’expliquer et là, pour toi 
c’est vraiment important d’expliquer ça dans tes recherches que le rythme là-bas, 
c’est... spirituel quoi ! Moi je pense comme ça. C’est spirituel. Et peut-être c’est à 
cause de ça que Santana, peut-être il voulait vraiment venir pour sentir les choses, 
parce qu’on n’arrive pas à expliquer ça. (…) C’est ça. Et le rythme c’est vraiment 
la communication dans la sensibilité humaine. Définition (il rit) ! Ça, c’est ma 
définition. (tout le monde rit) Si on arrive à se communiquer... Moi, une fois j’ai 
joué... parce qu’on parle tout le temps, mais on joue pas. Mais un jour j’ai dit à 
Jean-Claude, on va jouer ! Comme ça, eh ? Et là, on est resté, on est resté, parce 
que tu vois, c’est comme ça.» (Interview Ricky, 18.7.2008)    165 
Jean-Claude explains. It is about mixing and combining the main rhythm with for 
instance “rhythmical melodies” or “riffs”: 
[77] « Il y a la guitare, le sax, mais le riff, c’est rythmique. C’est une mélodie qui 
revient et elle devient rythmique. (…) Les Rolling Stones, quand tu fais (il 
montre), ça, c’est rythmique. Donc, lorsque on joue une musique dans le 6/8 et on 
met en plus une mélodie qui est un riff, la rythmique, elle est beaucoup plus riche. 
Enfin je sais pas (il rit). (…) Une mélodie peut être rythmique et ce qui va aussi 
enrichir la musique 6/8, c’est la mélodie et le riff qu’on va mettre dessus, elle sera 
en général dans l’esprit 6/8. Donc, le 6/8 devient encore plus chargé et beaucoup 
plus riche. » (Interview Jean-Claude, 18.7.2008) 
  
This mirrors some of my own experiences to which I will return. It never seems to be 
only about changing the rhythmical structure. Rather, rhythm and melody for example are 
always highly related and also related very differently according to the different regional 
styles of Malagasy music with regard to where the strong beats are felt. Hence, it is also 
about changing the accentuation, playing the right tempo as well as the singing and guitar 
playing style. Erick Manana, for example, often argues that he mainly creates “High 
Plateaux” versions of music tunes as this is the region and therefore the musical style 
from where he originates, claiming that a Malagasy version of the same music by a 
musician from the South would be completely different. He has given the example that if 
you gave the same song to ‘malagasise’ to the five musicians of the group “Madagascar 
AllStars” – all from different areas of the island – you’ll get five completely different, yet 
Malagasy, versions of it.
92  
To sum up, it is especially in the musicians’ narratives on their compositions and on their 
projects of ‘malagasising’ music that regional differences, or rather regional 
particularities within Malagasy music are of great importance to the musicians. At the 
same time, their references do not only point at the local or regional, but they relate their 
ideas of regional particularities to the global, for example in talking about ‘global music 
styles,’ such as jazz or reggae, or in talking about particular musical icons, such as Jimmy 
Hendrix or the Rolling Stones.  
 
 
 
                                            
92 Erick Manana during a discussion at the TnMundi conference in Southampton, 15-17
th October 2009.    166 
Tapping feet, counting, and clapping 
 
The musicians’ strong emphasis on regional particularities does not tally with another 
topic that reoccurred persistently in their narratives on their musical experiences: 
counting, tapping feet, clapping or any other body movements felt or made while 
musicking. When discussing these latter topics musicians tend to emphasise the 
differences between themselves and non-Malagasy people.
93 At the same time, ways of 
counting while musicking are sometimes described as something very individual and 
personal as the analysis of the following examples will show.  
During one of my research stays in Antananarivo, I spent one afternoon with violin 
player Samy listening to music – a collection of tunes from all around the island and from 
different decades that he had put together for me. It had been his idea that we should 
spend some time listening to these tunes together, as he wanted to show me that often the 
way of listening to music was already very different between Malagasy and European 
people, particularly as regards the rhythm and how one would count or clap to the music. 
Samy always emphasises the structure of overlapping binaries and ternaries in Malagasy 
music and argues that this is exactly where differences come to the fore: whereas 
Europeans would often rather hear (and clap to) the binary structure, Malagasy people 
rather had the ternary structure in mind: 
 [78] « C’est justement ça que je vais te démontrer là maintenant.  (…) 1, 2, 3, 4 
quand un Européen écoute ça, il dit 1, 2, 3, 4 alors que nous, dans notre tête, c’est 
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6… » (Interview Samy, 7.12.2007) 
 
Rakotomavo also often brought up the topic of overlapping binaries and ternaries in 
Malagasy music. As already shown in the previous chapter he even has his very own 
theory of distinguishing a “synthetic metre” from “analytic metre,” the latter being based 
on the Malagasy language (see chapter 3.2). In one of the interviews he gave an example 
that resembles Samy’s idea shown above; however pointing at the opposite way. He 
argues here that the French waltz “L’étoile de neige” in Madagascar was typically played 
in a binary metre: 
                                            
93 This is also a topic raised by many European people, for example during or after concerts of Malagasy 
music many people recognise and say that they are puzzled as they could not understand nor follow the 
clapping or tapping of the musicians or the Malagasy audience or that they were always tapping or clapping 
differently.    169 
Intercultural musical encounters - examples of musicians’ experiences 
Singer and guitarist Erick Manana told me that he was once in a studio recording in 
France where the technician was fascinated by what he was playing rhythmically. The 
technician decided to play in a 6/8 beat from a metronome which completely irritated 
Erick so that he was unable to play.
94 The technician then recorded what Erick was 
playing and was keen on finding the ‘system’ by looking at the sound diagrams on his 
computer. It turned out that the way Erick played was somehow irregular, but still this 
irregular pattern repeated itself regularly. Erick said that it is because he never plays 
exactly on the beat. It is rather a very special timing of the “temps forts,” the strong beats. 
I will come back to this experiment towards the end of this chapter. Less curious, but 
rather frightened was his very first tour manager in France. Erick Manana said that the 
manager had asked him to stop tapping his feet during the concerts as that would confuse 
Western audiences. Although he was unable to do so (and left the tour manager), he says 
that if he plays for a non-Malagasy audience he tends to leave out the “complicated 
Malagasy rhythms” and rather plays rhythms with which the people can identify (“se 
retrouvent”). In Madagascar he does exactly the opposite. That is why sometimes, if there 
are only a handful of Malagasy people in the audience in Europe, they happen to be a bit 
disappointed. At the same time, Erick Manana argues that he enjoys so much playing for 
people who do not know him as that makes him realise that there is something in 
Malagasy music which is really special and particular.
95  
The examples of Erick Manana’s experiences in France resemble other intercultural 
encounters that many of the musicians have made. As all musicians I worked with are to 
some extent involved in the so-called ‘world music’ business (see section 2), almost all of 
them have played with musicians from outside Madagascar and/or have attended musical 
events, such as festivals, concerts, or recording sessions abroad. Here, I will focus on 
how musicians describe their musical experience with non-Malagasy musicians and their 
own observations on intercultural musical encounters.  
                                            
94 Singer Bebey also told me the story that someone had tried to let legendary flute player Rakoto Frah to 
play with a metronome which did not work out at all. Rakoto Frah was horrified and said “This thing kills 
me!” Discussion with Bebey, 15.7.2008. 
95 Discussion with Erick Manana, 27.2.2008.    170 
Ricky told me about a situation that he had seen at a festival in La Réunion where 
Malagasy accordionist Régis Gizavo, who is based in Paris and also member of the 
“Madagascar AllStars,” was accompanied by a percussionist who had problems capturing 
the right rhythm. Ricky was laughing while he explained that he immediately understood 
what was going on. The percussionist had played a ternary rhythm, like a waltz, which 
did not fit to the rhythm that Régis Gizavo had been playing. Ricky, confirming his point 
of view that rhythmical feeling is something very individual, says that it is not a question 
of being Malagasy, French or any other nationality, but rather the question of whether 
you get the rhythm or whether you do not: 
[85] « J’ai vu un percussionniste qui joue avec Régis à la Réunion au 
« Kabardock », eux, ils ont des problèmes. Et moi, j’étais dans le public et moi je 
sais c’est quoi le problème (il rit). Parce que Régis il donne des trucs comme (il 
montre), et le gars il rentre dans le 3/4 (il montre) et c’est comme la valse ou je 
sais pas. Mais j’ai bien compris la situation. Donc, ça c’est pas l’histoire d’être 
Malgache ou Français ou Comorien ou…, mais c’est vraiment... tu captes ou tu 
captes pas. » (Interview Ricky, 18.7.2008) 
 
However, for the majority of musicians the fact of being Malagasy or not seems to be the 
most essential one. As already seen in previous analyses, some musicians speak of a 
Malagasy ‘soul’ that you need to have in order to play this music correctly. Bebey, for 
example, argues that the music never sounds properly Malagasy when foreign people 
play it as it is the “Malagasy soul” that is missing.
96 Similarly, Ratovo says that it is not 
too difficult for foreigners to capture the ‘6/8 rhythm,’ but there would always be the 
“soul” missing in their playing: 
[86] « C’est très facile, surtout le 6/8. (…) Mais c’est l’âme qui manque ! » 
(Interview Ratovo, 26.7.2008) 
 
Echoing the examples analysed above, strong beats and accentuation are again key issues 
that come up in the musicians’ discourses on their intercultural musical experiences. This 
is also the case for choreographer and dancer Ariry. In the interview he talks about a 
French dancer who had lived in Madagascar for nine years. Despite these nine years of 
collaboration, there had always been what Ariry calls a “contretemps of placement of the 
                                            
96 Discussion with Bebey, 15.7.2008. Bebey further explained that this “soul” was something that Malagasy 
people could easily loose as well. Young people, for example, who mainly listen to foreign music would 
loose this Malagasy soul, the Malagasy rhythm and the Malagasy polyphonic singing.    173 
However, many topics that came up within the musicians’ discourses show that rhythm is 
not only a topic that musicians like to talk about. It is the starting point for many musical 
projects, such as the ‘malagasising’ of music or Justin’s most recent project of the first 
national orchestra of Madagascar. The idea and aim of “Ny Malagasy Orkestra” is based 
on the shared rhythmic base that they see in all Malagasy music and that allows for new 
musical fusions and experiments. A similar case has been the group “Sivy Mahasaky” 
(see chapter 3.1). Looking at the musicians’ discourses analysed in chapter 3.2 and the 
range of topoi that comes up, as well as looking at their musical experiences (see above) 
and their struggling to find the right definitions and explanations (see chapter 3.1), it 
becomes immensely important, as also Agawu (2003) argues (see chapter 2.2) that we, as 
researchers, listen carefully to the musicians’ own voices and their concepts and ideas. 
 
Participating musically myself 
Trying to understand ‘rhythm’ through the musicians’ perspectives has helped me a great 
deal to learn and play Malagasy music as well as to integrate my own musical 
experiences into my analysis which I will present in the following part.  
And yet, bearing in mind all the musicians’ statements about non-Malagasy people being 
unable to perform Malagasy music and their narratives on failed musical adventures of 
non-Malagasy people venturing into Malagasy music making, how do I fit my own 
musical experiences into these discourses?  
Many musicians have argued that one needs to play Malagasy music in order to properly 
understand it. Further, they have expressed certain discontent that it is always non-
musicians writing about music and musicians being unable to write about music or 
explain properly what they are doing.
97 In various interview situations and even more so 
during rehearsals, concerts or recording sessions, I have felt very much encouraged not 
only by the musicians but also in conversations with people from the audiences. So far I 
have not had any sceptical or generally negative responses or reactions towards my 
participation in Malagasy music making. Rather the contrary: Malagasy people in 
particular very often expressed their hope, interest and curiosity in my work, saying that 
this kind of research and work, but also this kind of musical event (referring to me, a 
                                            
97 An argument that also appears in musicological scholarly debates, see for example Cook (1999).   178 
I remember how confused and irritated I was when during one of my first research stays 
in Antananarivo I happened to be at a Christmas party where the song “Silent night” was 
sung and people were tapping their feet differently: some in 2 (highlighting a binary 
structure), some in 3 (emphasising the ternary structure). Since then, I  have come across 
many other examples of this kind; within the musicians’ discourses Rakotomavo, for 
example,  argues that a French waltz would be played in a binary rhythm in Madagascar 
or Rajery explains that the coexistence of both, binaries and ternaries is often the major 
obstacle within Malagasy music for Europeans (see interview quotes above). 
A look at Henry Stobart and Ian Cross’ study of “Easter songs” in the Bolivian Andes 
(Stobart and Cross 2000) shows that the confusion created through the Western concept 
of a ‘6/8 rhythm’ and the apparently existing structure of overlapping binaries and 
ternaries in a non-Western music is not unique to the case of Malagasy music. Their point 
of departure described in their article on rhythmic structure and their perception mirrors 
in various ways my own, but their method and research approach is very different and 
contradicts my own. In the introduction of their article, they mention the first major study 
on Andean music that was undertaken by Raoul and Marguerite d’Harcourt in 1925.
102 
The couple d’Harcourt describes how the inhabitants of Arequipa were proud of the fact 
that a famous Spanish pianist was unable to reproduce the rhythmic particularities of 
Peruvian music. They further write that they themselves were able to finally overcome 
their initial disorientation and discover the “secret” of the rhythm. Interestingly, they say 
that this was possible through mingling with the people from the country and through 
observing their rapid feet tapping movements that were beating the “rhythmic accents” 
(“temps rythmique”) rather than the “measure” (“mésure”) (Stobart and Cross 2000: 64). 
However Stobart and Cross (2000) remark that it is rather unfortunate that d’Harncourt 
fail to divulge this “secret” that they discovered in their work. Various researchers who 
worked on Andean music have also identified some general rhythmical characteristics, 
such as for example “polyrhythmic relationships typically of duplets and triplets, for 
example between melody and percussion” (d’Harncourt 1925) or “linear interplay 
between duplets and triplets” (Leichtman 1987) (quoted in Stobart and Cross 2000: 66). 
However, there is one important difference concerning Stobart and Cross’ study, which is 
                                            
102 D’Harcourt, Raoul and Marguerite (1925).   179 
the starting point for their particular research focus on rhythmic structure and perception. 
The authors regard transcriptions as having a useful and potential value for musical 
analysis and see it as a way of documenting and referencing certain types of field 
recordings. Interestingly, it was in the process of transcribing for referencing purposes 
that the rhythmic perception appeared as a problematic issue to them.
103 This problematic 
issue then led them to conduct listening exercises with Bolivian and European subjects in 
which they were asked to clap to different musics. Stobart and Cross write that whereas 
the “Easter songs” by the Europeans were perceived as a compound anacrustic 6/8 
rhythm, the footfalls of the Bolivian dancers implied an on-beat 2/4 rhythm and therefore 
a non-anacrustic perception. Bolivian subjects tend to always perceive the first note as 
hierarchically dominant even if the first pair of notes was in a short-long pattern (Stobart 
and Cross 2000: 72; 83). By referring to David Hughes (1990) the authors write that this 
leads to the suggestion “that metre, as construed with the Western music-theoretic 
tradition, may not have the universal applicability that is generally assumed for it” 
(Stobart and Cross 2000: 84).  
This process of finding and approaching the research problem is interesting for my own 
research in as far as it contradicts some of my main arguments. Firstly, to some extent it 
imposes a Western view on the music or at least takes the Western understanding (or 
then: confusion!) to discover difference (to refer to Agawu 2003) which then becomes the 
starting point for the research. Secondly, the research here seems mainly built on 
observation and music analysis. Neither the perspectives of the musicians and performers 
themselves (through for example ethnographic interviews) are included in the article, nor 
is the opportunity to understand through musical practices – both essential for 
ethnomusicological research as I argue with my own research project.  
 
Engaging in ‘malagasising’ music 
As I have already highlighted at the beginning of this chapter, rhythm and more 
specifically the structure of binaries and ternaries is also a topic that comes up when 
musicians talk about their way of composing or when they talk about how they 
                                            
103 With reference to Seeger (1958), they explain that ethnomusicologists have traditionally distinguished 
two sorts of transcriptions: “descriptive” transcriptions intended for analysis purposes and “prescriptive” 
transcriptions to realise or reproduce the music (Stobart and Cross 2000: 68 in footnotes).   183 
important factor that they reflect upon when they compose new songs (see beginning of 
this chapter). If the topic of the Malagasy language had not appeared so persistently in the 
musicians’ discourses, I probably would have not tried to use my knowledge of Malagasy 
for my experiences of musicking – on different levels. I have tried to learn or at least 
keep the sound of the lyrics in my mind when learning a new song. This has not only 
helped me to capture the story, emotion, or idea told within the song, but on a more 
concrete level and mirroring Rakotomavo’s idea about language determining 
accentuation in music, it can help to find the right tempo and to place accentuations right. 
With my violin and my recorder, I often play an introduction to a song, mirroring the 
melody that will be sung afterwards. Here, I actually imagine the singing or hear the 
words in my mind while playing my instrument. Similarly, when I play the counter-
melody while the song is being sung, I carefully listen to the lyrics and therefore to the 
accentuation and tempo and it feels as if I am responding or engaging in a dialogue.
106 
Also in the project of ‘malagasising’ tunes, mentioned above, I very much use lyrics and 
language as a reference and imagine the lyrics or the singing while musicking. This has 
been especially useful in as far as it helps me not to fall back into the original tune. 
In turn, it is also true to say that it is through using aspects of the language while 
musicking and experimenting with language and tempo or accentuation that I have come 
to better understand the musicians’ statement and ideas. I remember, for example, that I 
had difficulties at the beginning when Erick Manana started singing to me in order to 
teach me new songs or new parts or accompaniments to a song. I first only listened to the 
actual notes and was surprised that he was not satisfied when I replayed exactly the notes 
that he had just sung to me. It was only gradually and in the process of learning through 
both, listening to discourses and experimenting musically, that I realised that I need to 
mimic and listen carefully to not only the notes, but that it is about the exact length of 
each note, the exact accentuation and tempo, and that it is not at all arbitrary which lyrics 
or words he chooses to teach me.  
Language has also been an important topic that Stobart and Cross (2000) have drawn 
from their studies of “Easter songs.” As mentioned in the previous chapter they have 
                                            
106 In video example 2, for instance, I play a counter-melody as an introduction to the song “Tsofina Rano,” 
a composition by Erick Manana. Here, I imagine the lyrics and the melody (that later will be sung) in order 
to place accentuation and tempo of the counter-melody right.   191 
more specifically the language of his quarter Isotry. Rakoto Frah was free to walk around 
all alone in Antananarivo at any time as even the cruellest thief would accompany him 
home at night - out of respect. Policemen and the gendarmerie would humbly apologise if 
by chance they had stopped a vehicle with Rakoto Frah travelling inside. He refused the 
brand new set of teeth that was once offered to him, not only because he felt strange 
about it, but also he said that it would disturb him playing the flute. Once abroad, Rakoto 
Frah would be crying of homesickness, longing to go home. As soon as he saw 
musicians, wherever and no matter in which occasion and at which place, he could not be 
stopped to take out his flute and join in. I cannot go into more detail here, but the essence 
of these memories and stories is that Rakoto Frah was (and still remains) a true folk hero 
for many Malagasy people. They regard Rakoto and his flutes as inseparable and within 
those memories emphasise the interplay between Rakoto’s personality and his music. The 
flute playing was part of his everyday experiences, even as far as his way of speaking, his 
everyday movements (eating, walking etc) were related to his playing styles and the 
sound produced on his flutes.  
Unfortunately, I never got to know Rakoto Frah personally. Also, I have actually never 
properly played on a Malagasy flute. When I tried once or twice, I hardly managed to get 
a proper sound out of this rather small wooden tube. So far, I have always performed on 
my Renaissance recorder, having tried to develop my very own way of adapting my 
playing technique to Malagasy music. And yet, after the concert at the “Olympia” in Paris 
and at every other concert ever since, Malagasy people come to me asking whether and 
how I have learned with Rakoto Frah, telling me that everything (including my way of 
moving on stage, for example the way of taking out my recorder) reminded them of 
Rakoto Frah.
118 I have never tried to properly imitate Rakoto Frah’s playing, but – as for 
everyone –Malagasy flute music for me has always been the sound and style of Rakoto 
Frah’s flute playing and that is the sound and playing style that I have been trying to 
approach with my Renaissance recorder. Further, Erick Manana with whom I am mainly 
learning and performing has been one of the closest companions of Rakoto Frah, has 
                                            
118 I have often been given different names, all creating a kind of European version or German version of 
Rakoto Frah’s name, such as “Rakoto Frau,” “Rakoto Fräulein,” or “Rakoto Françoise;” see for example 
comments on youtube and dailymotion videos: http://www.dailymotion.com/video/xb412o_erick-manana-
et-jenny-fuhr_music; http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0fPxPcfKgMI (accessed 23.10.2010).   196 
styles differ and can be identified accordingly.
123 However, I am not sure to what extent 
conclusions drawn from real time measuring could for example be used to learn to play 
the music.  
Yet another approach to research musical performances that uses real time measuring, 
also with a particular focus on rhythm, is a method that investigates the role of 
‘entrainment,’ a concept originally identified by Dutch physicist Christiaan Huygens 
already in the 17
th century. Ethnomusicologist Martin Clayton in an interdisciplinary 
collaboration with other scholars (among them Ian Cross, mentioned above) is the first 
who has applied this concept to ethnomusicological research (Clayton, Sager, Will 2005: 
2).
124 The interdisciplinary team of scholars has developed a method that correlates 
musicological description, ethnography and the analysis of movements of both 
performers and listeners through the analysis of video recordings. On the official website 
of their research project “Experience and meaning in music performance,” the project 
description says: 
“The research concerns the role of "entrainment" (i.e. the synchronisation of 
musicians and listeners to musical rhythms); gestural communication and 
movement; and the relationships between these psycho-physiological processes, 
and processes of meaning construction. By correlating musicological description, 
ethnography and analysis of the movement of both performers and listeners, 
members of the project team investigate how the evidence of bodily movement 
relates to the formal analysis of music, and how both of these articulate with 
verbal reports on musical experience and with accounts of musical meaning.”
125 
 
Clayton, Sager and Will (2005) in a paper resulting out of this research project argue that 
entrainment has been proven to be a powerful tool also in research areas of 
ethnomusicology, for example as it has been inspiring new perspectives on research 
concerning ‘metre’ (Clayton, Saga, and Will 2005: 20). Therefore, research on Malagasy 
music following or inspired by a model of ‘entrainment’ could be useful and highly 
interesting as it offers further ways to tackle the issue of the ‘6/8 rhythm’ and debates on 
rhythmic perception in Malagasy music making. Such a method would further go in hand 
                                            
123 Various discussions with different musicians; this idea also came up in the discussion with the 
“Madagascar AllStars” at the TnMundi Conference in Southampton, October 2010.  
124 For a complementary assessment of this topic, see Clayton’s article (2008) in which he argues that we 
need to focus more on the “human experience of sound” within ethnomusicological research.  
125 http://www.open.ac.uk/Arts/experience/about.htm (accessed 6.10.2010).  
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for everyone. Rather, rhythmical perception can often be very differently experienced by 
different people. Further, accentuation or the perception of where the strong beats are, for 
example, are closely related to other elements, such as language, body movements, or the 
instruments and their playing techniques as I have tried to demonstrate with the examples 
I have given. I have highlighted different interdependencies of elements within the music 
and the music making, arguing that ‘rhythm’ in this sense cannot be understood 
separately as for instance a particular ‘rhythm’ (or metre) notated in a musical score.  
Integrating musical practices into my research and analysing discourses and musical 
experiences in a constant interrelation has proven to be a fruitful approach to research 
Malagasy music, especially as it has been a possible way to go beyond the study of 
seemingly contradictory discourses. I have outlined further possible research areas, such 
as research specifically focussing on regional particularities in Malagasy music, also with 
regard to the topic of ‘rhythm’ and the issue of a rhythmical structure of binaries and 
ternaries.  
Although the realisation and appliance of a performance approach within 
ethnomusicology is still rather rare, recent research projects show that the integration of 
musical practices into research has led scholars to try out and integrate other methods, 
such as the use of the concept of ‘entrainment’ in music research (Clayton, Saga, and 
Will 2005; Clayton 2008) or real-time measuring (e.g. Stobart and Cross 2000). 
Regarding the latter, we must be aware that this method should not prevent us from 
listening to the voices of the musicians we work with and remain open to the limitations 
imposed by our own (often prevailing and dominating) theories and approaches to music.  
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return to Madagascar for concerts and artists in Antananarivo have been struggling very 
hard to find opportunities to perform. All Malagasy musicians I worked with remark 
regretfully that Malagasy music has not yet been very successful on the international 
music market. It is within these chances and challenges, describable as a context of “roots 
and routes” (to borrow a comparison used by Clifford 1997) that the musicians constantly 
negotiate issues of identity. It is through the discourses on their music and their 
experiences of musicking that they create identities, constantly moving and shifting 
within a continuum of regional and local, collective and global references. I have 
focussed on this continuum throughout my analysis section 3. 
 
In chapter 3.1 I have analysed in detail the musicians’ individual usage of the term and 
concept of ‘6/8 rhythm.’ My aim has not been to find out or even judge whether this 
particular term is suitable for the description of Malagasy music. I have rather focussed 
on how exactly and in what kind of circumstances musicians make use of this term and 
what aspects of the particular research context come into play, such as the role of 
Antananarivo or my double role as a Western researcher and a musician. 
The musicians’ individual usage of ‘6/8 rhythm’ varies to a great deal, starting for 
example with the fact that some musicians use the concept without further reflecting 
upon it and others use it but immediately declare it a foreign concept that generally only 
‘music theorists’ would use. There is no agreed terminology for music or rhythm in 
particular on which the musicians could draw. This seems to give the term and concept of 
‘6/8 rhythm’ a significant role in the musicians’ attempt and desire to sell their music to 
an international public. Whereas for example some musicians argue that in order to 
properly sell the music there is a need to further explain it to a foreign audience, others 
rather see a marketing advantage in so far as it makes the music appear complex, almost 
incomprehensible and hence ‘exotic’ to foreigners. Within their discourses on how to best 
‘market’ Malagasy music, musicians take up topics and notions that are also discussed 
and analysed in academic studies of ‘world music’ discourses, such as ‘authenticity’, 
‘hybridity’, or the ‘local’ (e.g. Taylor 1997, Stoke 2004).  
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[7] “Me, I am not a theoretician, just some bits of music theory when I was young. I play 
like this. It’s in the practice. So, I think it’s a bit difficult for me to explain.” (Interview 
Jaojoby, 21.8.2008) 
 
[8] “Yes, well listen, already there is…yes, the music that I play, the salegy, for the 
theoreticians…like Jenny…when you write it, the rhythmical metre is the 6/8. Yeah, a 
compound metre. At the base it appears to be ‘square’ 1, 2, 3, 4, but in fact it is 1, 2, 3, 4, 
5, 6, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.” (Interview Jaojoby, 21.8.2008) 
 
[9] Hajazz: “In general, it is the music profs who call it 6/8. But it’s a bit mixed, you can 
also say 4/4. (He demonstrates) 1, 2, 3, 4 (…) Or 6/8 or 12/8, I don’t know. It’s between 
the three.” 
Jenny: “But, for example, when you rehearse with other Malagasy musicians and you 
talk…if ever it happens that you talk…” 
Hajazz: “No no, it’s rare to find the…the…it is the connoisseur musicians who always 
call it 6/8 like this.” (Interview Hajazz, 12.8.2008) 
 
[10] Jenny: “But there is still…I don’t know when there is a rehearsal and you talk about 
rhythm in that way, do you use words for…(Everyone laughs). Or you don’t talk?” 
Ricky: “Yes, that’s the problem.” (Interview Ricky, 18.7.2008) 
 
[11] Bebey: “But the rhythm, every time we say that it’s a 6/8, it strikes Jenny, when we 
(he taps his feet), when we play the rhythm.” 
Jenny: “I have filmed, for example, people tapping feet during concerts and in a 
vazaha/Malagasy audience, if you look at the feet, it is never the same.” 
Bebey: “Never! It is never the same. We, we have our thing. And in fact, we, all the time 
we have our accents on the 6/8. In fact that’s...that’s what she is searching for. And I tell 
her ‘You can’t do this, Jenny’ (everyone laughs) ‘Because that’s Malagasy, in fact it’s an 
esprit.’ And then, she sticks her tongue out at me when I say this. But in fact, it must be 
true, somehow. Even Radonné, Donné, we explained it to him and then we called the 
other one…” 
Jenny: “Fanaiky.” 
Bebey: “Fanaiky, he was there, so I said ‘Fanaiky, come and show me a 6/8.’And he was 
there and Jenny as well….we…in fact Donné, Fanaiky and me, when we play the 6/8, we 
always have the same...” 
Papay: “Tempo.” 
Bebey: “…accent. In fact, it’s the accents, because…” 
Jenny: “No, I think, if I have understood well, in fact I think it is not a 6/8, but we call it 
6/8.” 
Bebey: “We, we call it 6/8, but in fact, it is not a 6/8.” 
Papay: “It is really bizarre, also the tempo and then the way of counting.”  
(Interview with Papay and Bebey, 21.7.2008) 
 
[12] “The Malagasy rhythmic symbiosis! Me, at the moment I also ask the question, is it 
the 6/8 or the 12/8? So we go on, what is exactly the difference and what is the 
particularity of the Malagasy 12/8 in comparison to the European 12/8? What is the   211 
particularity of the Malagasy 12/8 in comparison to the Africans? That’s quite a research. 
You can’t just say it like this! I think, I am really careful with everything I am saying, 
because it’s really, it’s very very musical, very technical. You have to be careful (he 
laughs). You can’t say the Malagasy rhythm is like this. You can’t say that, because it 
varies from one region to the other.” (Interview Rajery, 17.12.2007)  
 
[13] “We didn’t speak of the word salegy before the 19
th century. When you speak of 
salegy, you need to think: Malagasy folklore, in a 6/8 metre, accompanied by instruments 
that come from the West. We started to use the word salegy in the 19
th century when the 
accordion arrived here. I wasn’t there. So, when the musicians at the time played the 
accordion, they tried to play their folklore with it and that’s where the word salegy was 
born. Because before the arrival of the accordion…well, the Malagasies, they played a 
capella. They clapped their hands or there were drums, the tube zither valiha, at the time 
you did not speak of the word salegy. You would say “chant Sakalava” or “osiky 
Tsimihety,” “hira Betsimisaraka” or “hira Merina.” That’s how it was called. But when 
the accordion arrived in the 19
th century, you started to hear the word salegy.” (Interview 
Jaojoby, 21.8.2008) 
 
[14] “There are also other traditional rhythms, other traditional songs in a 4/4 metre for 
example. But here, we speak of salegy. In the East, for example, they call it bassesa, but 
it’s the same of course. In the South, they don’t call it salegy, and the Vezo from Tuléar, 
the Antandroy, they play the same music as the ancestors of the salegy, with the 
marovany, valiha, and accordion. They call it jihé. It’s the same thing.” (Jaojoby, quoted 
in Terramorsi and Rajaonarison 2004: 173) 
 
[15] Jaojoby: “Yes, since…I’m sorry…since the salegy is really the federal rhythm of all 
Malagasies. All Malagasies know how to play the salegy.” 
Jenny: “And all Malagasies call it salegy?” 
Jaojoby: “Not necessarily. But if you say that the salegy comes from the North, that’s 
true as well!” (Interview Jaojoby, 21.8.2008) 
 
[16] “Yes, it’s the salegy that has travelled everywhere in Madagascar, because now it is 
one of the most successful musics of Madagascar, at our present time, it’s the most 
successful music of Madagascar.” (Interview Bilo, 19.8.2008) 
 
[17] “No, you know, the salegy, it…it comes from one region, that’s true. For example if 
you speak of Mahajanga, the salegy comes from the North. But in the South you call this 
tsapiky. It’s the same thing! You see? If you take the (he demonstrates), you see, it’s the 
same thing! Do you understand what I mean? You take the High Plateaux, there is 
something which is called vakisaova. The vakisaova it’s similar with the hand clapping, it 
goes (he demonstrates). It’s always like this.” (Interview Sammy, 23.11.2007) 
 
[18] “Well, with this style here, I have used a bit the style of the vakodrazana of the High 
Plateaux. It means that it is more or less the 6/8 of the High Plateaux, it’s not the 
salegy… (…) But, this is really the 6/8 of the High Plateaux, in a way it’s the salegy of   212 
the High Plateaux. Because every region has its style of salegy.” (Interview Rajery, 
17.12.2007) 
 
[19] “In fact, it depends, already the salegy, it’s not a musical genre. L’antsa, that’s the 
genre. In general, the salegy, that’s a way of dancing. Historically, it’s like this.” 
(Interview Rajery, 17.12.2007) 
 
[20] “Well, there is the salegy music. If you listen to a salegy music which is there and 
you want to dance, you dance the kawitchi. That’s the way you dance the salegy, the 
name of the dance is kawitchi (…) But the salegy stays a rhythm, but within the salegy, 
there are many things.” (Interview Bilo, 19.8.2008)  
 
[21] “In fact…in general the salegy is a song. It’s a traditional song from the North of 
Madagascar. So, within the salegy, there are many things. The salegy is a way of 
speaking, a way of living. The way of living. We live within the salegy. So as a song, 
there are songs, traditional songs, there is percussion, there is dance, especially dance. So 
singing and dancing, that’s the salegy.” (Interview Bilo. 19.8.2008) 
 
[22] Bilo: “Yes, the people use it in different ways, because if you say salegy, it’s only 
the rhythm. You see?”  
Jenny: “It’s the name of the rhythm?” 
Bilo: “The name of the rhythm.” (Interview Bilo, 19.8.2008) 
 
[23] “But here, we have changed the rhythm a bit like Youssour N’Dour, Baaba Maal and 
the others with whom you can dance. But if you really listen to how they are doing it (he 
laughs) wow! That’s difficult! And in Malagasy music, I do this as well. I’m trying 
to find it.” (Interview Sammy, 23.11.2007) 
 
[24] Ricky: “(…) what is the history of rhythm in Madagascar. Maybe that’s why we are 
stuck in comparison to the Malians, the Senegalese, the Brazilians…” 
Jean-Claude: “Maybe that’s it, indeed...once I was asked, why does Malagasy music have 
difficulties to get out there? Because it is too rich, but wait, what do you mean, it’s too 
rich?” (Everyone laughs)  
Ricky: “Maybe that’s it.” 
Jean-Claude: “You see, you take a precious stone from the earth, there are many here in 
Madagascar. For example, take a stone, there are many bits and pieces, it’s completely 
broken, there are bits, but it’s still a precious stone. It’s a bit like the 550kg emerald that 
was found in Madagascar. A precious stone. So we go to the market, we find people who 
buy jewellery and they, oh la la, there are plenty of bits and pieces, it’s a mess, I don’t 
buy it. Even though you could make thousands of jewellery pieces with it. Well, 
Malagasy music is like that. The Malagasy rhythm. You need to take it and then cut it so 
that the people appreciate it.” (Interview Ricky and Jean-Claude, 18.7.2008) 
 
[25] “Maybe in Europe for the time being we have not yet understood this. But once it 
works…the rhythm in Africa, that’s what is most important, it’s very, very rich. If the 
African, Malagasy rhythm…well, it’s African, had as beautiful melodies as the Beatles   214 
 
[32] “Because if an Antandroy, for example, if an Antandroy plays something 
rhythmically and melody and harmonically, it is not the same as from Fianarantsoa, just 
next to Tuléar and Fort Dauphin. Because there the environment is a bit…a bit vast and 
big, you see? So, they have the possibility to make different rhythms…rhythms…and at 
the same time to create some melodies with the rhythms. (…) Yes, because it is not the 
same groove (he claps his hands at the same time). It’s not the same groove. There, it is 
(he demonstrates), as you saw…you see…when you watch the zebus, things like that 
behind you and the rhythm that symbolises the cattle and the zebus. But here it is rather 
calm and very wavy. So, in my opinion, it is in relation to the mountains, the stairs, things 
like that. (…) All Malagasy people (he demonstrates). And this, this makes everybody 
move, same…same groove, same sensibility. But if we enter into the specificity of the 
environment, there you see that it is rather Antanosy, even if they play kilalaka, same 
thing, but there is a different expression in relation to the sensibility and the 
environment.” (Interview Ricky, 18.7.2008) 
 
[33] “And I start there, you know in this region where these people live? It is their source 
of inspiration, the environment. Their source of inspiration. So they use the climate of the 
environment acoustically. They also build the instruments from this environment. So it 
depends on the environment. As the people say, they like responsorial songs, songs that 
respond to each other. Because the High Plateaux, it is a region with a highly uneven 
terrain, there are many mountains. And they play echo. (He demonstrates) There is one 
who starts and the rest who responds. It’s the environment that does that. In contrary, if 
you go to the South, it is bush, you have the savannah and the bush, and there the songs 
are rather monotonous. (…) It depends on the environment. It is a base that is very well 
known. I think it is a bit like everywhere in the world. For the people of the forest, well, it 
is in their songs that you hear the chirping of the birds, the…they like this, they do this.” 
(Interview Rakotomavo, 1.8.2008)  
 
[34] “Let’s say that on the Coast it is hotter, and we are more…he? (He laughs) Oh yes! 
In the High Plateaux, we are there on the Plateaux, we are rather into meditation. Yes, 
you can look far. I don’t say that this is right, eh? It’s my opinion! (He laughs)” 
(Interview Jaojoby, 21.8.2008)  
 
[35] “I don’t know. Maybe it’s a matter of temperature. A matter of temperature and 
of…of… (…) That’s it. And I have asked myself if it was maybe because of this…I don’t 
know. I have not made an analysis, but just a conclusion like this. But maybe there is an 
impact in terms of temperature, and the altitude and position of the sun. I don’t 
know…this has, this has…an impact on how our brain works and how we feel. That is 
rhythm!” (Interview Ariry, 26.7.2008) 
 
[36] “But when I was in Africa, West Africa, there was also a rhythm that I didn’t get. 
They have certain, certain…rhythmical compositions, off-beats that I don’t even manage 
to listen to or to hear. So, the explanation that I have come up with…it’s a question of 
orientation, spatial orientation…at what time the sun positions itself and this 
positioning…this has to do with something cosmic and spatial. This generates many   215 
reactions…reactions within the person’s coordination and reflection.” (Interview Ariry, 
26.7.2008)  
 
[37] “Because the sun is in the rhythm. The frequency in which it returns and everything. 
And when I was in France for the first time in summer, I was in Montpellier. (…) I was 
immediately confused. Seeing the sun at ten o’clock in the evening, I was completely 
lost, at the time when I saw this for the first time, because it troubled my rhythmical 
habit. And so, dance and music is the conclusion and result of all this, I think.” (Interview 
Ariry, 26.7.2008)  
 
[38] “The salegy that’s…how do you say? It’s a way of living. You see, the salegy is a 
way of living. So, we live the salegy...for us, if you are happy, you sing. You are upset, 
you sing. You cook, you sing. You always sing the salegy. So it’s a way of living.” 
(Interview Bilo, 19.8.2008) 
 
[39] “I would say, I would really say that Malagasies are all musicians. We are born for 
the music! Because as soon as someone starts playing a rhythm, trrrrr!” (Interview 
Sammy, 23.11.2007)  
 
[40] “Everyone can identify with this musical structure. It is very easy for everyone to 
adapt. (…) In reality the universality of this music, it is not an ethnocentric interpretation 
as certain hypothesis suggest. But it is just the result of a synthesis of civilisation. (…) 
Because it’s a metre composed in reality and that adapts to all other metres.” (Interview 
Samy, 7.12.2007)  
 
[41] “Yes the 6/8, because I will explain a phenomenon to you. The life of the 
Malagasies, it is regulated by the clock of nature. So, it is intimately affiliated with 
everyday life. The Malagasy clock; that’s when the cock crows or when the sun raises its 
head, that’s it. So everything is…how can I put it…everything is regulated in relation to 
what we call the clock of nature.  It’s in relation to what they feel, what the Malagasies 
feel and what they do in their everyday life, it’s an expression of all this. When you hear 
the 6/8, you can use it for marching, a military march. (…) the 6/8, it’s really that; even if 
you go running, it’s the 6/8. (…) Normally the march is in a metre of 2 or 4, but if you 
run, if you…for example follow the cattle and all this, the cart, even if you see the cart in 
the South, when the zebus pull the cart, that’s 6/8. It is really a universal metre.” 
(Interview Samy, 7.12.2007)  
 
[42] “(…) even in the way of walking, you can feel the 6/8 a bit. The Antandroy people 
wouldn’t walk in 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2…they are walking people, if one can say so (he laughs) 
who play metres that are composed while walking. It is related, it is really related to the 
tempo of life, of everyday life. Even if you do something, there is a song adapted to it, 
when you transport stones for example, there is someone saying ‘Alefa!’ (He sings) This 
is to give rhythm and to join forces at the same time. And this ritual practice builds up 
slowly in reality. (…) Even in order to lull children to sleep, it’s rhythmical in relation 
to…in relation to the singing (he sings). It is rhythmical, always rhythmical, rhythmical, 
rhythmical.” (Interview Samy, 7.12.2007)    216 
 
[43] “I don’t know, but then we work, the work on the fields, there is no music, but we 
sing (he sings), and at the same time we sing in order to shift big stones, to make them 
reach a certain level, or to push, to work, and to create…during colonisation and before 
this, there was team work and there, they would sing or shout and they created songs like 
the slaves or…and created rhythms. And in order to….because there is a Malagasy 
proverb, you sing and you sing and at the same time during work, you don’t feel that the 
work is very difficult and very hard, something like this. And thanks to the songs and the 
rhythm you manage to create a nice atmosphere during work. And that’s where the 
rhythms were born.” (Interview Ratovo, 26.7.2008)  
 
[44] “Well, it’s, I do think that it is very primitive. What is the base of this metre? The 
walk. It’s not the military march, eh? It’s the walk. And as there are people who always 
make their way on foot, they are always walking, they always have this rhythm. (…) 
Well, you shouldn’t forget, I come back to what I said before…you shouldn’t forget that 
we use the language in the melody. And the words in the language. There are people, 
even when they speak, there are regions, I take the example of the Betsileo region, when 
they speak you’d say they sing. They speak like this (he demonstrates). You’d say they 
sing. In actual life. So, there isn’t this separate notion of melody! It’s already in everyday 
life! Even when they talk to each other, you’d say they sing to each other.” (Interview 
Rakotomavo, 1.8.2008) 
 
[45] “Yes, there were these French people in the 70s, I was young, I played in a night 
club; when we played the salegy there, they came and they were joking: ‘we will dance 
the dance of the zebus.’ It’s a bit like the zebus which tramp the rice field. It moves in 
circles like this, the salegy.” (Interview Jaojoby, 21.8.2008) 
 
[46] “No, but the rhythm it’s rather in relation to their life condition, to what they do 
everyday. You know, the people of the High Plateaux, when they pound the rice, when 
they pound the rice, when they make rice, and you pound rice…it is not one person alone 
who pounds, it’s three, four (he demonstrates the rhythm). That’s the rhythm. That is 
where they sometimes gain knowledge of rhythm. Likewise the zebus. One week or two 
weeks ago, there was a festival in the South (…) in the region of Isalo, in the region of 
the Bara people. And as the Bara people never separate from their cattle, their dances are 
what the cattle do. They copy what the cattle do, because…what do they do the whole 
day? They look after the cattle, they are always in contact with these animals. They look 
after them, they observe, they try to copy what they do. What they do when they dance, 
when they dance (he demonstrates the dance) the cattle, they do like this and the dancers 
do like this. And as the cattle kick out they do like this and that’s the karetsaka. So, from 
the things that they do everyday, from what they do everyday, they also learn. Beside the 
environment there is also what they do everyday. That’s their everyday life. The Vezo 
people are great fishermen. And it’s the hit of the…the fivoy, you call this fivoy (he 
demonstrates). And when they dance, that is what you hear in their dances.” (Interview 
Rakotomavo, 1.8.2008) 
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[47] Ariry: “There was a certain…a certain explanation and interpretation, when you 
stamp the soil with the feet, it means something. It means something within the rite, 
within the tradition, within the…within everyday life. For example, if ever you go into 
the rice fields, the ways…the ways to…how can I put it? In order to dig the soil, there 
were not yet any spades, things like tractors and all this. But it is with the feet, with 
wood. So, you use the feet to stamp the soil. So, this everyday movement automatically 
returns when the people dance in the villages.” 
Jenny: “And this already also gives…” 
Ariry: “The rhythm, of course. And it’s automatically, because every day, they do this.” 
(Interview Ariry, 26.7.2008) 
 
[48] “I can’t explain how, but what we call Malagasy, because we, we are different from 
others…yes, from other people. So, maybe it comes from there, because we all have 
rhythms, we all have rhythms, but the essential rhythm is the 6/8 and we have one 
language…our official language. We have our official language. It is not the language of 
the Merina people, but it is an official language and we recognise each other…not like 
the Africans or …you see, the Congolese. They have different ethnicities and they speak 
French in order to get to know each other, but not their language. But we, the Malagasies, 
even if you come from the South, the North, the West we always recognise each other.” 
(Interview Bilo, 19.8.2008) 
 
[49] “Well, as we have the language on the one hand, the unity of the language, you can 
equally speak of the unity of the Malagasy music. You shouldn’t forget that Malagasy 
music is always singing. We use the language in it. The language is replicated in the 
music. There are forms of semi-singing that we call jijy, saova and things like that. These 
are forms of semi-singing. So, the base is the language.” (Interview Rakotomavo, 
1.8.2008) 
 
[50] “The Betsileo people call this kipotsaka, when they sing, when they sing, suddenly 
they stop singing and before dancing they do what is called kipotsaka, they speak like this 
in a rhythmical way (he demonstrates). They speak, but the rhythm is always there.” 
(Interview Rakotomavo, 1.8.2008) 
 
[51] “It’s the synthetic metre that is always in two, and then, the analytical metre that 
always approaches the language. That’s it. And the two overlap. (…) Well…I propose a 
hypothesis, but it’s my own hypothesis. It’s about the language. The majority of words, 
especially for us, the people of the High Plateaux, are three-syllabic words. Tanana, 
tongotra…these are three-syllabic words. And these are words, once they are integrated 
into the music, you still have to keep the accentuation, that’s why there are no strong and 
weak beats. It’s the accentuation of the words themselves, the accentuation that 
you…because two words, I give an example of tànana and tanàna. Tànana means hand 
and the other one town, or village.” (Interview Rakotomavo, 1.8.2008) 
 
[52] “Well, first let me tell you, because for me, music is very much related to texts. 
Because for me, I imagine. Sometimes it is the texts that come to me first and I create the 
music afterwards. And sometimes, it’s the music that comes first and afterwards the texts.   218 
But it’s always about, how can I say, finding this collage, for example, I really want the 
music to suit the texts. And for the texts, it’s the same. And also the esprit of the song, the 
theme of the song.” (Interview Rajery, 17.12.2007) 
 
[53] Rakotomavo: “Instrumental music, it is a bit the secret of the Malagasy instrumental 
music. The majority of instrumental music is songs that are no longer sung. What I…” 
Jenny: “That means that the language is always there, even if…” 
Rakotomavo: “It is always there. It is always there. And you manage well to play this 
music if you know…if you have the lyrics in your head. You don’t sing them, but you 
have them in your head. That’s better.” (Interview Rakotomavo, 1.8.2008) 
 
[54] Hajazz: “Because we think that this exists already for a very long time. How can I 
put it? The marriage of the tempo and the Malagasy language. That was long ago. That 
exists already for a long time.” 
Jenny: “Marriage, that means that the tempo is related to…” 
Hajazz: “Related to, related to…the language.” 
Jenny: “Does it also mean that this also creates the difference between, for example, the 
High Plateaux and other regions? Because here the dialect is different?” 
Hajazz: “No…it’s the dialect…well, the meaning is always the same, but the dialect, it’s 
the dialect that is a bit different. But the meaning…how can I put it? The meaning of the 
words and all this, that’s the same…except in the South, the Antandroy people are a 
bit…” 
Jenny: “And there the rhythm is also different?” 
Hajazz: “No no, not very much…that is what is always identical, on the rhythmical 
level.” (Interview Hajazz, 12.8.2008) 
 
[55] “Before dancing, you need to have the rhythm. If not, it’s not dance, it’s 
choreography. There is a difference between choreography and dance. So, that’s the 
base.” (Interview Rakotomavo, 1.8.2008) 
 
[56] “When I do this thing with Ariry, for example, we don’t have any norms, rhythms, 
but we tap, we tap and when you give the 6/8, all the dancers they are really at ease. They 
really find themselves in the …‘phew, there we are!’ But if you take the 6/8 rhythm 
away, they dance, but it’s not at all the same. And there, I don’t know how to explain 
this, but sometimes, it’s like it is heating up, eh? As soon as you turn the thing into a 6/8 
rhythm, everyone starts and as soon as you take it out, it’s all flat.” (Interview Ricky, 
18.7.2008) 
 
[57] “It means that if you want to dance a waltz, you can play it with a 6/8, you can dance 
the waltz with the 6/8. (…) Yes, yes, yes. For the walk, it still works. What kind of other 
dance? Well, everything that is in 2, 3, or 4. The classical metres.” (Interview Samy, 
7.12.2007) 
 
[58] “But this dance, when you tap your feet, on the soil, that has been like this all the 
time, our ancestors danced like this. They tapped the soil with their feet, giving the 
rhythm (he demonstrates). And well, today we also dance like this. We dance the salegy   219 
like this. In the 60s, you danced the salegy going a bit forward, a bit backward, a bit 
forward like this. It’s a bit like this. Today you can dance freely! Or you can walk like 
this, you do what you want. In fact, everything you want, yes yes. Oh yes, the salegy, 
that’s the dance of liberty! And listen, that’s from me…it is true! You as well, you can 
say this, because if you regard the people dancing, they do what they want. All alone, or 
with two, three or more people! But in general, they move in circles in the room, in 
general. I don’t know if you have realised this. For example, if there is a great ball in a 
big hall, when we do the salegy, in principle, they move in circles in the hall.” (Interview 
Jaojoby, 21.8.2008) 
 
[59] Ratovo: “Dances as well are related to, yes, because even if you have noticed, now 
with the generations of 2007 or 2006 or 2005 with the kilalaka, they have created a dance 
which is a bit weird, they have created somehow a choreography based on a style like 
that of Tsilivy (he demonstrates). That exists…” 
Jenny: “Weird in what way for you?” 
Ratovo: “What is weird is…it is like creativity, but it’s in a particular way…you didn’t 
dance like this before, but this, this is creativity, a revelation…” 
Jenny: “Creativity related to being Malagasy or influenced by…” 
Ratovo: “Influenced by the Africans, other influenced by the Africans, others influenced 
by…by videos and all this…all this, I think that there is a part that is influenced by 
videos, international clips. Especially the Africans…before, we didn’t dance like this.” 
(Interview Ratovo, 26.7.2008) 
 
[60] “It’s not that I will encode the traditional dances of my ancestors, but I will try to 
create a dance that is inspired by traditional dance, it is inspired by traditional dance. So, 
this is why it is always related to rhythm. I always always always love binaries and 
ternaries and all this!” (Interview Ariry, 26.7.2008) 
 
[61] “The Malagasies, they come from Africa, from Asia, from Arabia, from India, and 
even today there are métisses
126 from Europe and the Occident as you say. So, the 
Malagasies arrived here with this rhythm. I am not a historian, it’s only my opinion.” 
(Interview Jaojoby, 21.8.2008) 
 
[62] “In fact, after everything that I have experienced, that I have seen and according to 
what I know, I am not an ethnomusicologist, but it’s really rich, because there is this 
mixture of different origins, I think. Because the 6/8, you find as well in Africa, in 
Morocco, in Mali, so it’s extremely rich, but we nevertheless have our particularity.” 
(Interview Rajery, 17.12.2007) 
 
[63] Ratovo: “But there is an influence ‘planetos’, it’s there…there is an influence 
‘planetos’, even on the island, they feel like it’s another music, even if that’s 
impor…there is other music, because there is a metamorphose, metamorphose, I say, of 
the musics. The…the…the…what is the music of Africa…Africa…who play 
                                            
126 I decided to leave the French word “métisses” (plural form of “métis”) in the English translation as in 
the French speaking context the notion of “métis” is not as controversial as for example the English 
expression of “a person of mixed race.”      220 
styles….rhythms, rhythms that are very…like the Zulus or…no, the Malagasies, no, but 
there are styles that are related to Malagasy rhythms. Because there were Zulu people 
who had been already here in Madagascar, they thought, the children that’s here.” 
Jenny: “That means, you are saying that the rhythm is also especially influenced by 
African rhythms?” 
Ratovo: “Yes, yes. There is a part that is influenced, others are influenced by the 
Brazilians, by the…there is a metamorphose of rhythm that now arrives in Madagascar in 
the 20th century. But before, there were rhythms that have not been influenced by...by the 
other Africans…but still, in 1800, about 1800 I think, there were already European 
foreigners who had arrived in Madagascar, who already had brought the waltz. So, that 
what started…especially in the High Plateaux they have used waltz rhythms. But very 
traditional rhythms, not waltzes.” (Interview Ratovo, 26.7.2008)  
 
[64] “I do think that this Malagasy rhythm is sufficiently strong, sufficiently ingrained so 
that even if there are external influences, it will survive, it will live. It will always vibrate. 
And these influences, in contrast, will enrich this rhythm. The base, it is there. And if you 
regard ‘Jirama’ as Ricky said, ‘Jirama’ provides for 18% of the electricity of the 
population of Madagascar. That means that with 18% there are lots places without 
electricity.  So, the population doesn’t have to worry about loosing the 6/8 because in the 
villages, in the corners of Madagascar, there is no electricity. So, we play traditional 
instruments and we play traditional music, so the 6/8 is permanently here. So we don’t 
have to be afraid.” (Interview Jean-Claude, 18.7.2008) 
 
[65] “I think that this is the fact of the travels of the Malagasy ancestors who had left 
from far, who passed via Africa and who came from Indonesia or Asia and they later 
passed via Africa, arriving here in Madagascar. Because I think that there is the 6/8. 
When you listen to this, it is really the spiritual rhythm. But the rhythm is very much 
influenced by Africa, there we are, the African roots. We also have the Asian roots, 
Indonesian. And I think it is because of this that the 6/8 was created, because at the same 
time it is spiritual. But at the same time it is body, rhythmical as well. (…) Because when 
you listen to African musics, for example, it is true that it makes people dance. It’s the 
body that immediately reacts. It’s the body that expresses. But when you listen to 
Malagasy music a bit, it is true that there is a melody that follows the rhythm. So, we still 
remember that there is an Asian melody within it, an Asian side. But we also have the 
rhythm. And at the same time, we also have the rhythm. That is the proof that the 
Malagasy ancestors travelled, you leave Africa and you arrive here in Madagascar. (…) 
So, it’s the combination of the two, I think, that really creates our rhythm here. It’s a bit 
in the air and spiritual, in the air but sometimes not really set. Because the musicians, 
when they play the 6/8, the rhythm is in the air.” (Interview Justin Vali, 23.11.2007) 
 
[66] “Because personally I still stick to the idea that Madagascar, it’s a zone of 
convergence of civilisation, so it’s a buffer zone. And it’s because of this that the 
Malagasies in reality manage very easily to adapt. And the answer to the 6/8, it’s exactly 
this. (…) No, it’s because the Malagasies can adapt themselves to create from, in reality 
to make this synthesis of civilisation, of tempo, of character and all this in order to create, 
and that’s what Tsilav said the other day, it’s a melting pot succeeded in reality. And   223 
dance, most of them do…you see? The young people, they need that. And here, we have 
worked the tsapiky. In the first part of the song, we have said, well, the people will think 
that it is reggae. But already, the way of playing the guitar is not reggae. Sometimes you 
also feel ‘Ah, that’s South African!’ You see? It’s a journey. But the base of the song is 
tsapiky. (He demonstrates) That’s tsapiky. But there is also this thing that says that we 
can’t play the tsapiky like the people from the South. So, we, we play the salegy in our 
own way.” 
Jenny: “And what is the difference if you compare it to the tsapiky in the South?” 
Rajery: “In fact, the difference, it’s for example the melody of the guitar.” 
Jenny: “But the rhythm is the same?” 
Rajery: “The rhythm is the same.”  
Jenny: “The difference is maybe in the melody…” 
Rajery: “In the melody. Because you know, the singers of tsapiky, it’s not like I do it. It’s 
not the same. But we tried to keep the rhythmical root. That this rhythm is, it’s tsapiky. 
(…) Well, it’s also our way of showing the tsapiky, of playing the tsapiky. So, that’s us, 
based on our small analysis, our small research. Because we can’t do it in the same way 
that they do it. Because we as well, we would like to create something, search for 
something new. But it always stays in the esprit of the tsapiky.” (Interview Rajery, 
17.12.2007) 
 
[77] “There is the guitar, the sax, but the riff, it’s rhythmical. It’s a melody that returns 
and that becomes rhythmical. (…) The Rolling Stones, when you do (he demonstrates), 
that, that’s rhythmical. So, when you play music in a 6/8 and you add a melody that is a 
riff, the rhythm becomes richer. Actually I don’t know (he laughs). (…) A melody can be 
rhythmical and what will also enrich music in a 6/8 is the melody and the riff you will 
add, generally it’s in the esprit of the 6/8. So, the 6/8 becomes heavier and even richer.” 
(Interview Jean-Claude, 18.7.2008)  
 
[78] “That’s exactly what I will demonstrate to you now. (…) 1, 2, 3, 4 when a European 
listens to that, he says 1, 2, 3, 4 whereas we, in our head, it’s 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 
6…” (Interview Samy, 7.12.2007)  
 
[79] “Dou know this song? ‘L’étoile des neige’? (He sings) It is a waltz, but here (he 
sings and claps in two). We play it in two, that’s typical Malagasy.” (Interview 
Rakotomavo 1.8.2008)  
 
[80] “But also the influence, the openness, the influence, that will explain many things. 
For example, when we play some stuff with Doné, something which is really in 4/4 like 
funk or I don’t know, but he immediately plays a 6/8 on the 4/4! You see? And that’s 
good, because it really has given us a difference, but this difference, it will create 
harmony if it’s well handled.” (Interview Ricky, 18.7.2008)  
 
[81] “Because the strong beats of the other side of the Ocean, that’s something else. And 
the strong beats here, even among Africans, we the Malagasies, the strong beats that’s 
‘tap,’ with the 6/8, you see? (He demonstrates) It’s up like this. Because the verb, you’d   224 
say: ‘andrandràina’. So the future is there, so the strong beat is ‘tap tap tap’.” (Interview 
Ricky, 18.7.2008)  
 
[82] “Because with Dama, Dama’s strong beats, when he plays, it’s really different to us! 
And that’s him. It’s him and here you can’t say: ‘Dama, that’s wrong, no!’ But really, it’s 
like that. It’s a question of sensibility with regard to the environment, education, one’s 
inner music.” (Interview Ricky, 18.7.2008)   
 
[83] “The difference, that’s the beat. The beat of the 6/8, because we the Malagasies, we 
do not follow the beat correctly, exactly on the beat, exactly in the metre. We play 
contretemps, or ‘half-beat’ or ‘before the beat’ or with the beat, that’s the way we play 
the 6/8. And that’s the difference between the European and the Malagasy 6/8, because 
we don’t sing directly on the beat. The rhythm, it doesn’t fall exactly on the beat, tac tac 
tac tac…but we can sing in ‘half-beat,’ a bit before or a bit after. Or we play contretemps. 
You see, that’s the difference.” (Interview Bilo, 19.8.2008)  
 
[84] “When it’s not ‘square,’ when it is round, often you enter on the contretemps, you 
never enter on the first beat. That’s the problem of the Europeans. But once you get used 
to it; like you who has been interested in salegy for two or three years, you can play it!” 
(Interview Jaojoby, 21.8.2008)  
 
[85] “I have seen a percussionist who plays with Régis in La Réunion at the 
“Kabardock,” they, they had problems. And I was in the audience and I knew what the 
problem was (he laughs). Because Régis, he plays things like (he demonstrates), and then 
the guy he starts playing in a 3/4 (he demonstrates) and that’s like a waltz or I don’t 
know. But I have understood the situation. So, it’s not a question of being Malagasy, or 
French, or Comorian or…, but it’s really…you get it or you don’t.” (Interview Ricky, 
18.7.2008)  
 
[86] “That’s very easy, especially the 6/8. (…) But it’s the soul that is missing!” 
(Interview Ratovo, 26.7.2008)  
 
[87] Ariry: “(…) a French. And he was here for nine years. But even nine years of 
practice of what we did, there was always…what I would call a contretemps of the strong 
beats that I would follow. And sometimes, I have given classes in Europe and in the 
Unites States and there was always this problem.” 
Jenny: “But can you explain what they do? If you explain the difference…” 
Ariry: “The difference, the difference is always the attack…” 
Jenny: “The attack?” 
Ariry: “The rhythm attack. The first beat of the rhythm…oh I don’t really manage to 
explain, but I don’t know why, I don’t know how, but there is always the attack of the 
first beat (he claps) of what I think is the first beat and that I would like to follow. But the 
other persons, they have another…their own first beat.” (Interview Ariry, 26.7.2008) 
 
[88] Hajazz: “Yes if…if…for example between Africans, it works quicker, with the 
Europeans it’s a bit difficult for them. But, for example, if you know how to read sheet   225 
music like this, you can decipher some notes. But from time to time the problem is, you 
cannot, finally everyone has his own way of playing. (…) The problem is the 
accentuation, the accents, there are accents, there are strong beats and weak beats. That’s 
for example why foreign people do not manage to play like the Malagasies. Because 
there is the accent (he taps his foot)…” 
Jenny: “What is it…” 
Hajazz: “The placement of the strong and weak beats and crotchets rests and all 
this…what can I say? There are the pedals, the…what can I say? Nuances like that.” 
(Interview Hajazz, 12.8.2008) 
 
[89] “The problem with Malagasy music and the vazaha is the existence of binaries and 
ternaries at the same time in one song, it’s…you see (he laughs). (…) Sometimes when 
we meet foreign musicians, they have difficulties. Because we, we are capable of adding 
ternary rhythms to binaries and vice versa.” (Interview Rajery, 17.12.2007)  
 
[90] “Because the musicians, when they play the 6/8, the rhythm is in the air. So, that’s 
why often foreign musicians, they have difficulties in following the rhythm. And when 
we play the salegy, every time we give concerts abroad, foreigners, it’s difficult for them 
to follow the salegy rhythm.” (Interview Justin, 23.11.2007) 
 
[91] “It’s a difficult project, because bringing together people who have never left their 
area, with very personal instruments that they have built themselves, well…When I build 
an instrument, it’s for me. It’s me who will be playing it, it’s not the others. And as I just 
told you, between two valiha, it doesn’t work. He must play his instrument. And this 
instrument was not designed to be in an orchestra. It is for playing alone. So, that’s the 
problem for this kind of project.” (Interview Rakotomavo, 1.8.2008) 
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